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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

of

The Causes of the Worsening Employment Situation of Black Youth

by

Paul Osterman
Boston Vniversity

Objective -

The purpose of this study was to examine why black youth unemployment has

increased and participation rates decreased. Of particular interest was the

!impact of chenges in local industrial structure (industrial composition,

the suburbanization of jobs, and the rising participation rates of adult women),

the continued role of racial discrimination, and background and behavioral

differences between black and white youth.

Methodology

The study falls into three parts. The first employs 1960 and 1970 Census

SMSA data to examine the impact of local labor market structure and changes

in the structure upon the employment growth of black and white youth. The

second part uses data on induviduals f.om the National Longitudinal Survey of

Young Hen to examine the determinants of spells of unemployment (both quite;

and layoffs) and the duration of those spells. The third section employs a

variety of sources to determine vhether there is any evidence that racial dif

ferences in aspirations or behavior can explain the employment differential.
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yludings

The study finds that black youth employment is sore sensitive than that

of whites to the induatrial composition of the labor market and to competi-

tion from adult women. The uburbanization of jobs is not an important

factor. The analysis of individuals finds that racial differences in back-

ground characteristics (ability, education, etc.) ean account for only half

of the differential in unemployment experience. No evidence is found of

important racial differences in aspirations or behavior.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Tight labor markets and strong affirmativ action programs would

greatly improve the situation of black relative çp white youth.



Regardless of how we evaluate the importance,of youth unemployment in general

it is impossible to minimize the unemployment situation_of black youth. Their

unemployment rates are astronomical. Wile youth unemployment as a general

phenomenon is a consequence of the marginal nature of the youth labor force,

there is cilarly something else at work in the case of blacks. This report will

attempt to discover that something.

In the first section I will lay out the basic facts concerning racial dif-

ferentials. The problem, as we will see, is not only that black unemployment is

higher (and labor force participation lower) than that of whites but also that

the trend over time has worsened. Thi'l worsening raises an important paradox

since by other measures of labor market success the situation of young blacks has

improved in the recent decade.

Having established the facts I will examine various hypotheses which might

explain the situation. Some of these hypotheses emphasize behavioral and demo-

graphic differences between young blacks and whites, others seek to identify

patterns of discrimination, and others single out changes in the structural

conditions in local labor markets. I will then attempt to distinguish among

these theories and to arrive at a convicing explanation. In doing so I will

employ both data on individuals, drawn from the National Longitudinal Survey of

Young Men (NLS), and also census data on the characteristics of SMSA's.

THZ FACTS AND THE FARADQX

From the mid-1960's onward the labor market situatiOn of young blacks --

as measured by income, wages, educational attainment, and occupational status --

considerably improved. Much of the important work of documenting these improve-

ments has been done by Richard Freeman and Tables I and II reproduce some of Ids

results. In Table I we observe incomends t.!Ontrolled for age, education, and

sax. Looking at the first row it is apparent that the relative situation of
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18-24 year old black men and women has imporoved over time. In 1959 the ratio

of black to white mean incomes fox males was ,67 and /or women was .55. By

1969 the ratios were .85 and .95. A clowar examination of the table shows that

the greatest improvement occurred for the best educated blacks, the ratios

improving considerably more for college graduates than for those with only a

grade sdhool education and also more (in the case of men) than those with a

high school degree.

This improving trend continued-into the iws. This is important since

it demonstrates that the improvements were not simply the result oZ tiglt labor

rkets in the 1960's. Table II, also taken from Freeman's work, contens in-

ormation both -412 earnings and on occupational achievement. As is apparent,

with respect to occupation and earnings the situation of blacks improve,

in the 1964-75 Period.

It is important to recognizedthat these results do not imply that the situa-

tion, even by the measures we have used, of black and white youth, has been

equalized. Important gaps,remain, but there is a clear improving trend. Haw-

ever, it is possible to take the argument further than this. There is still

racial gap in earnings between youns blacks and whites. In 1970 in the NLS

data out of school black men between the ages of 18 and 28 average $2.73 an

hour while whites average $3.79. Whites thus earn 38% more per hour than blacks.

However, many economists find it useful in looking at this gap to distinguish

between the fraction of it which is caused by differences.in the personal

characteristics which the youth bring to the labor market and, on the other hand,

the portion attributable to differences in how the labor market values those

characteristics. This is a useful distinction because it helps to pinpoint the

sources of the wage differential. To mike this distinction concrete one can

imagine two polar situations. In the years prior to the.mid 1960'a-blacks with

college education earned lose than whites with only a grade school background.
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/ABLE II

Average Nonwhite Income as Percentage of Average IACOC3C, by

Age, Education, and Sex, 1949, 1959, and 1969
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Clearly the source of the racial gap in earnings WW1 overwhelmingly due to

differences in how the labor market treated comparable blacks and whites. Today

same economiets Argue that the situation is the opposite -- blacks with higher

education eain more than similarly tducated whites. If this is true then the

existing racial.gap in earnings is due to differences in the average charac-

teristics (endawments) that the two groups bring to the labor market.

A useful way to test the relative importance of these two sources of the

racial differential is to estimate an earnings regression and then to decompose

the racial gap in the dependent variable into differences attributable to the

coefficients and differences attributable to the mean values of the variables.

The coefficients represent labor market treatment and the mean values represent

eudowmente. Imagine that the following (too.simple) regression is estimated

separately for blacks and for whites.

W B + B
1
ED + B

2
TEN + B

3
TENURE + e where W is hourly wages, TRN is

months of vocational training, TENURE is years on the job, and e is an error term.

Then the racial differential in earnings (W W
B
) can be decomposed as follows:

(WW WB) (BWO BOB) 4. ExE(BW -f1B) +Z131(4-)

The first term on the right side is the portion of the racial gap attributable

to differences in the constant terms. This represents differences in treatment

which is unexplained by the particular variables used in the regression. The

second term also represents differenzes in tzeatment, in this case it tells us

haw much of the gap is due to the differences in ne black and white coefficients.

Tfie third term tells US how much of the gap is due to differences in the racial
4.

miens of the variables (i.e. differences in endowments).

Table III contains estimates of earningfi equations for blacks and whites

and Table,IV presents the results of the decomposition. If we look at the coef-

ficients and mesn values for the education vaiiable the distinction between endow-

ments and treatment is clear. On the one hand blacke receive a lower return to



KWW

ED

UNION

TRAIN

TENURE

TENURE
2

EXPER

EXPER2

HEALTH

MAR

CONSTANT

-2

NOTE: The

in cents.

tween 1969

TABLE III

WAGE EQUATIONS
(Standard errors)

BLACKS MEANS

27.26.008
(.002)

.039
(.010)

.329
(.040)

.0008
(.0007)

.021
(.021)

-.001
(.002)

-.0006
(.011)

.0004
(.0009)

-.098
(.090)

. 075
(.038),

4.678

. 373 .286

dependent variable is the log of 1970 hour earnings

The sample is limited to youth out of school be-

and 1970. The independent variables are defined

10.59

.34

8.25

2.03

7.41

4.08

32.18

. 044

. 625

WHITES MEANS

36.40. 010
(.001)

.051
(.006)

. 216
(.024)

-.0006
(.0003)

.073
(.017)

-.005
(.001)

. 018
(.006)

.0007
(.0006)

-.093
(.042)

. 120
(.026)

4.530

12.31

. 308

14.46

2.52

10.85

2.65

19.52

. 076

. 728

as follows: KWW - Score on the knowledge of the world of

work test; ED - Years of school completed; UNION - "1" if a
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TABLE III (Contiuued)

union member, w0" otherwise; TRAIN - Months of training com-

pleted'elsewhere than a regular school; TENURE- Years on

the current job; EXPER - Years since left school minus TENURE;

HEALTH - "1" if health limits work, "Ow otherwise; MAR - "1"

if married with a spouse present, "0" otherwise. A chow

test rejects the hypotheses that the two equations are equal

with F = 4.96 (10,1208).
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10.

TABLE IV

DECOMPOSITION OF RACIAL
EARNINGS DIFFERENTIALS

TOTAL AMOUNT ATTRIBUTABLE TO ATTRIBUTABLE TO
TREATMENT ENDOWMENTS

5/11003
W

B
B

)
w 5-cwB

XWW .172 .054 .118

ED .214 .127 .087

UNION -.044 -.038 -.006

TRAIN -.014 -.011 -.003
/-

TENURE .140 .105 .035

.094

TENURE
2

-.046 -.029 -.017

EXPER .050 .075

.023

EXPER
2

.027 -.035 .008

HEALTE -.0001 .0002 -'.002

MAR .040 .028 012

.276 .207

0 0
Bw - B

,I3

-.148
,

.128

NOTE: A negative sigajs favorle to Blacks.
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schocling that do whites (.03 as opposed to .05). On the other h&nd blacTsrs also

have on average fewer years of schnoling (10.5 as opposed to 12.3),. The decomposi-

titan will help us sort through these different effects.

It is cleat from the decomposition (Table IV) thar the three mciit: importanc

sourees of the overall gap are KW, ED, and TENURE. In all three eases blacks

suffer both because of lower endowments and bniZse of lower rates of return.
iqk

Overall, the results show thet more of the racial gap ic due to differences in

endowment than in treatment. If blacks kept the same equation structure (treat-

ment) but their endowments were made equal to whites their earnings would be 23%

higher (e
.207

). If they kept the same endowments but they faced the white

equation structure their earnings would be 14% higher (e
.128

). If both rreatment

and endorsement changed to that of whites the racial gap would be wiped out.
1

There are two important lessons for our purposes. The first is that the

new labor market argument is probably overstated. The decompoSition reveals that

black earnings would be 14% higher if they were treated as are whites. In addi-

tion, it is an open question whether the f.ndowments are a legitimate basis for

differentials, a point I will return to momentarily. However, it is also clear

that this exercise shows considerable progress for blacks. When a similar analysis

iThis assumes that improvement in the treatment of blacks would not alter

the earnings structure of whites. This is unlikelr to be true although the

direction of the effect on whites is in dispute and depends upon one's theory

of discrimination. For example, Becker argues that in monetary terms discrimina-

tion lowers white incomes, Bergman argues that white incomes rise as a result

of discrimination, and ReiCh argues that white workers lose and capitalists

gain from discrimination. See Gary Becker, The Econmaics of Discrimination, 2nd

Edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 1971; Barbara Bergman, "The Ef-

feet on White Income of Discrimination in Employment," Jouraal of Political

Economy, v. 71 (March-Apri% 1971) pp. 294-313; Michael Reich, "White Gains and

Losses fram Racial Inequality," Journal of Human Resources, vol. xiii (Fall, 1978),

524-544.
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%as perforwed on pre mid-1960's data the fraction of the differential due to

treatment swamped that due to endowments.2

At the minimum both the narrowing of the wage differential and improvement

ia the coeffixients for young blacks represents Progress. Many observers go

a step further and argue'that.discrimination is no longer a labor market problem

on ';be grounds that the near equality of the B's shows that blacks receive a

return equal to whites for productive characteristics. This argument implies

that the explanation for the differential now lies largely in the institutions

which lead young blacks tu enter the labor uarket with poorer endowments than
C411.

young whites. Schools and the structure of black families are the most often

cited culprits.
3

Whether or not one accepts this view depends on important part

upon what one believes are legitimate sources of earnings differentials. For

example, in the earnings equations estimated above an important fraction of the

wage gap was due to differences in the mean educational attainment of blacks and

whites. One interpretation is that education is directly related to either pro-

ductivity or lawer training costs and hence employers are justified in paying a

premium foz' better educated workers. Another interpretation would be that for

uany jobs there is little difference in the productivity of workers with differ-

ent amounts of schooling and that employers, knowing that blacks have on average

less schooling, use edlicational attainment as a device for screening them out.

It would take us far afield to enter this debate
4

but it is important to keep this
fr

caveat on the "New Labor Market" view in mind.

2Otis Dudley Duncan, "Inheritance of Poverty or Inheritance of Rane," in

On Uaderstandig Poverty, Daniel P. Moynihan, ed. (New York: Basic Books), 1968,
pp. 85-110.

or ,eximple, in 194 23% of black families had a single female head while.

in 1975 'the figure had risen to 35%. See Richard Freeman, "Black Economic
Progress Since 1964," The Public Interest, No. 52 (Summer, 1978) p. 63.

OCOA0Mists would accept the former view. It ii interesting to note
that in Title VII\dIscriminntion lawsuits the zourt* generally require direct proof

Y

'S



Regardless of whether one accepts the strong or weak version of the "New

Labor Market" argumeni: it is quite clear that on a number of dimensions there

has been considerable progress in recent yearslor blacks. Yet now we run

up against the paradox: with respect to unemployment and labor force parti-
F.

cipation (and hence employment to population ratios) the position of young

blacks has deteriorated quite seriously. V

11

The basic facts are displayed in Chart I which present, for both mem mid

women, racial ratios of unemployment rates, and employment to population ratios.

As is quite apparent, the situation of Young blacks is not only poor but has

'worsened. Furthermore, this aituation is not limited to the more poorly

educated group in the cohort. For example, in October 1976 the unemployment

rate of 20-24 year old blacks enrolled in school (college) was 17.2% compared to

7.4% for whites.
5

Some Nypptheses

There is no generally, or even widely, accepted explanation or set of explana-

tions for these patterns. There are, however, a variety of hypotheses, many of

them plausible on their face but also unproven and in some capes contradictory.

will now describe several of these and then in the remainder of the report seek

to evaluate them.

One common explanation is the growth in cohort size i.e. the baby boom.

In 1955,16-19 year olds accounted for 9.0% of th population while in 1975 they

accounted for 12.7%. This implied a growth in absolute numbers from 8.8 million

to 16.6 million.
6 Such an enormous growth might well be expected to create

severe labor market problems and popular writing has made a good deal of this.

of the relationship between education and productivity and that such proof is

generally very difficult.to provide.

5Students, Graduates, and Dropouts in the Labor Force, October, 1976, Bureau

of Labor Statistics, Special'Labor Force Report #200 (Washington: G.P.O.), 1977,

p. 7-10.

6Congressional Budget Office, Policy Options for the Teenage Unemployment

Problem, Background Paper No. 13, 1976, Table 1, p. 84.
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In point of fact, at least for whites, the bsby boom has had a relatively minor

effect'(that this is so is illustrated by the small time trend IA a time series

regression of,white teenage unemployment). There are,two reasons why the effect

has been so small. First, the extension of schooling served to keep many of
.,

these yoUth out of the labor market until very recently. The percentage of

youth between 18 and 24 who were enrolled in school grew from 14.2% in 1950 to

31.12 in 1970.
7

Because etudents have lower participation rates than non-

students this bad the effect of dampening and delaying the baby boom and of

shifting its impact away from the youth labor market that we have discussed

and toward fhe labor market for college graduates.
8

Thus while the 18-24 year

old cohort grew in absolute numbers by 522 their share of the total labor force

rose more moderately from 15.91 to 17.82.

The second point is that the economy resporded reasonably well to the influx

of youth. The teenage share of total employment roughly kept pace with the

growth ia their share of the labor force and grew from 5.8% in 1954 to 8.3% in

1975.
9

All of this implies that the baby boom is not quite the villan it is made

out to be for whites. The story may be different for blacks, the reason beiag

that the baby boom was larger fcir them. Between 1960 and 1970 while the white

7
These data and those in the remainder of this paragraph are taken from

F. Amacher and Richard Freeman, "Young Labor Market Entrants: An Overview of
Supply end Demand, 1950-1970," mimeo, Center for Policy Alternatives, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, 1973.

BTUs led to the recant decline in the market for college graduetes. See
Richard B. Freeman, "Overinvestment ia College Training?" Harvard Institute for
Economic Research, Discussion Paper No. 371, July 1974.

9
Congressional Bv;dget Office, Policy qptions, p. 87.
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15-19 year old population grew by, 41.0% the growth for blacks was 67.5%.10

The impact of this on ths'age distribution of blacks and whites is illustrated

in Diagram I. Furthermore, although black enrollments grew they did not do so

sharply enough to dampen the popu1at4on %rowth. The only other offset for

blacks, a f 11 in the labor force participation ratecespecially for out of

school youth, is itself a sign of labor market distress.

The difficulty with this explanation, however, is that in the absence

of other aggravating factors a rapid increase in black rellitive to white teenage

population should not affect blacks relative to whites unemployment. -Imagine

\.
that there was a sudden incriasie in the number of redheads in the labor market.

If redheads were just likeblandsand brunettes in other respects then the ef-

fetits would be to raise the unemployment rate of all groups, not simply redheads.

If, however, there were some other characteristic of the labor market which

made blacks or redheads less likely than others to find work then the population

boom could help account-for the worsening position

The problem which we thus.face is the following: black youth employment

has increased in recent years (between 1968 an'd 1978 black 16-19 year old em-

ployment grew by 14%) but this growth has not been enough to offset the increased

numbers of black youth in the labor force. Hence unemployment has risen. The

research task thus becomes to discover what features of the labor market has

prevented black employment from rising more rapidly and has kept it from keeping

pace with the growth of white youth employment (which roje-by 40% betueen 1968

and 1978).

In searching for such a "characteristic" it is useful to think of the poten-

tial sources of the problem in three categories: structural characteristics of

10Calculated from U,S, Census Bureau, 1970 Census, V. I, Characeristics

of the Population, Table 53,
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Figure 3

DISTRIBUTION OF THE WHITE AND BLACK POPULATION,
BY AGE AND SEX: JULY 1, 1977

p

SOURCE: U. S. Bureau of the
No. 721, "Estimates
Age, Sax, and Race:
Office, Washington,

5 6 6 5 4 3 2 0 2 3 4 6

Perctnt

-Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25,

of the Population of the United States, by

1970 to 1977," U. S. Government Printing

D. C., 1978.
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local labor markets, the characteristics or behavior of the youth, and employer.

behavior.

Structural Clanges in Local Economies

.0
One useful ivproach for understanding %liar-the employment,#ituation of a

group has worsened is to search for ci;angas in the nature of the labor market in

which they operate. In the case of young blacks three possibilities suggest

themselves. These are: (1) a decline in the relative share of youth intensive

industries in the economy; (2) the rise in the labor force participation of

married women; and (3) the suburbanization of employient opportunities. I will

discuss each of these in tura.

There has been considerable concern in the popular literature that one

probl4m faced by youth in general is the reduction of-entry level jobs. For

example, Charles Silbermsnhas written"

Technical change is said to be destroying unskilled jobs, most es-
peoially the traditional "entry jobs" through which teenagers used
to make their way into the labor force -- 1...e. jobs that could be
filled by youngsters wtth little education and no particular skill
or training, but that might lead to more skilled and better paying
jobs later on.

In response to this argument Kalachek notes that "a summary of the technical

iv
literature provides not one iota of support for this contention.

12
Kalachek

is right in the definitional *tube that every job ladder must have an entry

job. In a more substantive sense the success of the economy in matching youth

labor force growth with job growth as well as the absence of an important time

trend in unemployment equations for white* both suggest that the entry job

liCharles Silberman, "What Hit the Teenagers,"FortuMa, April, 1965,
quoted in Rdward Kalachek, The Youth Labor Market (Ann Arbor: Institute of Labor
and Industrial Relations), 1969, p. 54.

FKalichek, The Youth Labor Marko p. 55.



argument needs to be viewed with some skepticism. However1, it is possible

to argue that changes in the job structure has had an adverse'effect on young

blacks:

. Youth tend to work early in their careers in the secondary

sector of the economy. . There is evidence that some youth iatensive acti-

vities have experienced either a secular decline or stagnant gi.owth. For

exanple betveen 1960 and 1970 the share of all jobs accounted for by qonstruc-

tion and non-durable manufacturing declined while the share of retail jobs

remained unchanged.
13

Such a contraction might have two effects both of which

18

ex

would damage blacks relative to whites. First, if thr: employers in the secondary

labor market hire via a labor queue -- ranking potential employees in terms of

desirability -- then if blacks are ranked below whites the shrinking of the youth

job pool could leave deli position of whites unchanged but blacks would be

bumped out of jobs.
14

In other bards, whites would capture a larger share of

a shrinking pool of jobs. Second, whites may be better able than blacks to move

outside the range of traditional youth jobs and find employment in other sectors.

Employers nay be more willing to sabstitute white than black youth for other labor.

Either scenario would explain why a shrinking (absolute or relative to the labor

force) of youth jobs would damage blacks relative to wl".tes.

A second structural change which might have similar implications is the

increase in the labor force participation of adult women. Between 1960 and 1976

the labor force participation rate of merited women with children between the

ages of 6 and 17 rose from 39.0% to 53.7%15 It is likely that many of these women

13
In 1960 construction accounted for 5.92 of all lobs, in 1970 non.gdurable

manufacturing declined from 11.7% to 9.8%; reteil employment rose from 14.82 .to
15.0%. Calculated from 1970 Census, V. I, Characteristics of Population, Table 235.

14-
yor an analysis of this frammvork see Laster Thurow, Generating Inequalit4.

(giew York: Ball.c Books), 1976.

15U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Report of the President, 1977
(Washington: G.P.O.), 1978, p. 194. .

r) 4
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both for reasons of life style and discrimination, work in the same secondary

sector occupied by youth. Again, to the extant that these women are preferred

hy employers to young blacks thin the employment impact will be adverse.

A final possible shift in local economies is the suburbanization of jobs.

This is frequently cited as a major problem because of the image of jobs moving

to the suburbs while yourig blacks remain trapped in the inner city. The percep-

, tion that jobs have suburbanized while black youth remain behind is correct.

Between 1970 and 1974 central city employment in the United States increased by

2.7% while employment outside central cities grew by 18.1%. In 1976, 75% .of -

black 16-19 year olds lived in central cities while the figure for whites was

34%16 As a result of these trends a large literature has emerged concerning

the impact of these developments upon black employnent. John Kain initiated

the debate and argued that black employment was reduced because of difficult

physical access to jobs, lack of information, and the reluctance of employers

to "import" blacks into white communities.17

Whatever the merits of the argument for adults it seems more plautable for

, youth. Their geographical scope of job search is apt to be more limited, both

because of limited access to automobiles and because many work part-tine after

school and hence are unlikely to take jobs which require considerable travel.

There is also some casual evidence to support this argument: the unemployment

rate of center-city non-white youth in 1976 was 40.8% while for those residing

in the suburban ring it was 33.0%.
16

16Garth NAngum and Stephen Seniger, Coming of Age in the Ghetto (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins Uuiversity Press), 1978, pp.y25, 36.

17John Kain, "Housing Segregation, Negro Employnent and Metropolitan Decen-
tralization," Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 62 (lay 1968). For a critique

set 'Sennett Harrison, Urban Economic Development (Washington, D.C.: The Urban

Institute).

18Congressiocal Budget Office, Yot22N...m_j_s_9/utli:Unelont:TioocandSomePolic
Stratsgies (Washington, D.C.: G.P.O.), 1976, p..39. I characterize this as casual

evidence because the data contains no controls.
4.,
4,0
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Howevr, althoueh the popular view is that suburbanization of jobs hurts

the employment chances of black youth, once At renumber that white residential

dispersion has accompanied the job shift the case is no longer clear. Aa whi4e

youth move to the suburbs, black youth may have a bett!Fy chance at downtown

jobs-even if the number of these jobs has decreased. On balance their possi-

bility of being employed may rise. Furthermore, large concentrations of blacks

living and shopping downtown may lead4irms sensitive to consumer preferences

to hire more blacks. pideuce supporting this point, and hence contrary to Kain,

was recently presented by Offner and Saks.
19

We thus have three possible explanations of the wnyJening position of

young blacks which rely upon what I have characterized structural changes in

local economies. Shifts in local industrial structure, increases in the partici-
,

pation of women, and the suburbanization of jobs may help account,for the'plight

of black ycuth: A second class Of explanations rests upon changes in the behavior

of the youth themselves.

As a first guess it would appear'that changes in the characteristics of

black youth should point to lower, not higher, relative unemployment rates.

By all measures black youth who enter the labor market today are better prepared

than comparable cohorts a decade ago. This is.best seen, in terms of educational

attainment. The median years of sdhool completed by blacks in 1959 was 8.7 while

for whites it was 12.1. Yet by 1976 the gap had essentially disappeared with

the fieure for blacks being 12.3 and for whites 12.6.
20 Furthermore, there is

19Paul Offner and Paniel Saks, "Note," Quarterly Journal of lsos_omics , v. 85

(February, 1971). Theypfound that black employment in a zone increases more than

proportionately with the fraction of the zone's residents who are blacks. The

effect was strongest in youth intensive industries -- business services and whole-

sale and retail trade.

20F4_zizl_.o.___iai....c1______2,____EanTraininReortofthePresident, 1977, p.203.
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evidence that the quality of predominantly black schools has improved over the

decade.
21

There are, however, two lines of argument both of which imply that the

'bihaVior ofblack youth has changed in a manneT which would lead to higher un-

employment rates. Both arguments paradoxically rest on hypothesized responses

of black youth to the improvements in the geneval .eci-lomic conditions of blacks

described earlier in this report and to the political events which in part lie

behind these changes.

Robert Flanagan
22

has argued that the worsmning of black unemployment rates

is due to the fact that more black youth have been drawn into the labor force in

response to the improvements in their treatment. Because the process of entry

brings with it higher probabiiities of unemployment this response will raise black

unemployment rates. It does so presumably because black teenage participants as

a group will have a highzr proportion of new entrauts than will Aites. In sup-

port of this argument Flanagan presents data which show that for experienced

workers (i.e. non-entrants) over twenty-five years old the racial unemployment

ratios have improved over time. The difficulty with Flanagan's position, of

course, is that it seems inconsistent with the secular decline in the labor

force participation rates of young blacks. To reconcile Flanagan's assertion

that the pool of teenage blacks is becoming more Wiiihted with new entrants with

the so!cular decline or stagnation in participation rates (for both in and out

of school youth) we would have to assume a large withdrawal of experimced

workers from the labor market aud in a sense this is simply a redefinition of

the problem, not an explanation of it.

-rinis Welcb, "Blaek-White Differences in Return to Schooling," Americiin
Economic Review, v. 63 (December, 1973) pp. 893-907.

22_KobArt Flanagan, "(n the Stability of the Racie Unemployment Differential,"
American Economic Review, v. 66 ()iay, 1976) pp. 302-308.

7
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A second supply side explanation has been presented by Piore.
23

He suggests

that the impact of the Civil Rights movement in the 1960's led young blacks

to increasingly refuse the menial low paying jobs which had previously bean

acceptable to their parents.
pp

was conditioned iu the rural

The parents, many of whose frame of reference

South, had acceptLd these jobs, and the discrimina-

tory treatment they entailed, both because the jobs seemed an improvenent over

prior tonditions and because of the igplied promise that the conditions of

their children would improve. The next generation whose frame of reference was

the forth and whose consciousness had been raised by the Civil Rights movement

insisted on better treatment.

There are several ways in which this development might lead to more =employ-

nent. The changing behavior of black youth might be iaterpreted as an inward

shift of young black supply surves to certain jobs. This would have the effect

of raising their wages and reducing their employment. In an earnings function --

which is really a reduced form of a supply and demand system -- we would observe

an improvement in black wages but the cause would be a supply shift and the con-

sequence would be mor ! unewloyment due to the reduction in employment and

the extended search of blacks for jobs which treated them better. Alternatively,

if the new attitudes of young blacks led them to become a less tractable work

force, less willing to submit to arbitrary and discriminatory treatment, employers

would perceive this as a rise in the cost of black labor and would move up their

demand curves, reducing their demand for black labor. Under either interpreta-

tion unemployment would rise as a result of these new attitudes.

The final set of explanations look to thic deeand bide. It iv' pobbible

that the effect of equal employmet..: opportunity legislation has been to make it

more difficult for employers to discriminate egtinse blacks on the job in terms

of wages. Thus an employer whose discriminatory Cute* have remained unchanged

23_
nichsel J. Fiore, 'Puerto Rican
M.I.T. Department of Eel:malice

IPS .

0.4111

ticn to Ibutono A Case Study,*
Paper kb. 110
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may have shifted the arena of discrimination from inside the firm to the hiring

gate. This explanation relies on a particular effect of employment discrimina-

tion laws end I know cf no evidence that the laws have had this characteristic.

A related version of the demsind argument is simply.that the shifting out of the

-N.

demand curves for blacks (induced both by the growth of the economy and the

decline of discriminatory testae) was not rapid enough to compensate for the

growth in the labor force due to the supply side developments I have described.'

Thus although we observe a decline in discimination, as measured by separateg black

and white demand curves, the improvement is incomplete and is swamped by the

large increase in the supply of black youth labor.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

The different explanations described above can be classified into two

categories: (a) explanations Which rely on racial differences in the: behavior

of individuals; (b) explanations which emphasize the nature of.the economic

structure confronting individuals. In the former category fall the supply side

explanations. .Arguments about ilifferences in the aspirations and behaviosof

black and white youth can bast be eested by data on individuals and the National

Longitudinal Survey is an obvious choice. Thus a long section of the report

will look at racial differences in quit rates, layout rates, reservation wages,

and aspirations. Through this analysis I hope to identify the role, if any, of

racial differences in behavior in explaining unemployment differentials.

These data, however, are not well uited for examining the various

structural hypotheses I described earlier. Arguments concerning local industrial

structure, the participation of adult women, or suburbanizatidn of jobs all re-

quire considerably more detail on specific labor markets than is available in

the NLS. Purthermors data on individuals cannot be employed to estimate demand
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curves yet've are clearly interested in shifts in racial demand curves over time.

Thum is alder to examine the role of labor market structure and to examine

aggregate demand and supply curves we need another source of data. For our

purposes crosssectional census data on SMSA labor markets is a good choice.
p.

These data are quite rich with respect to the variables of interest. In order

to identify changes over time I will work with both 1960 and 1970 data. In

the next section I will nodel the youth'labor market using these census data

and I will then turn to the NLS analyses.

The Research Strategy

In this section I will attempt to understwad youth employment levels and

the worsening racial unemployment diffenvtial by estimating a/model of the youth

labor market employing aggregate SMSA census data. I will first estimate and

discuss a fairly complex model using the 1970 Census. I will then reestimate

the model using 1960 data. The strategy will be to use the 1970 model to explain

youth unemployment levels and the racial differential And them to compare the

1970 and 1960 models to understand changes over time.

There are several advantages to using these data. Unlike cross-sectioned

or longitudinal surveys of individuals the census data permit a fairly careful

examination of the role of local industrial structure, the fraction of the labor

force composed of women, the extent of local suburbanization, the interaction of

enrollment rate: and aggregate youth labor supply, and other structural charac-

teristics. In addition, these data permit estination of demand curves, which

cannot be accomplisued via individual survey data. Furthermore, the en year

period separating the two censuses provides a longer period in which to.detect

structural change and changes in aupply and demand parameters than is available

in other data sets.
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However, these data also bring with them important limitations which sbould

be kept in mind. The most general is the difficulty of inferring time series

changes from cross-sectional data. This problem arises because proxies for

cyclical egtects for example the local unemployment rate, may actually reflect

differences in local labor market equilibrium. Another problem is that census

SMSA dats are poorly suited for fully capturing and controlling for differences

in individual or group skills, training, or ability. Thus, any comparison

between, say, the demand curves for two groups will be marred by the omission

of adequate controls. Finally, the 1960 Census was taken during a slack economy,

while the economy was tight at the time of the 1970 Census. Thus comparisons

between the two years should be interpreted cautiously.

Despite these limitations, the approach taken here seems worthwhile because

it enables us to get at the role of structural shifts and supply and demand

relationships in the pattern of youth unemployment. The approach naturally dif-

fers from that appropriate to data on individuals (which would emphasize the role

of quits, lay-offs, duration of spells, and personal characteristics) and I will

take up this approach in the next section.

The Model

There have, of course, been previous econometric efforts directed toward

the youth labor market. Labor force participation has been the subject of many

studies,
24

as has school enrollment,
25 labor demand, including attention to

24The Alassic study is William Bowen and Thomas Finnegan, The Economics of

Labor Force Participation (Princeton: Princeton University Press), 1969. Other

studies are reviewed in Arnold Katz, "State Minizum Wages and Labor Markets for

Youth," mimeo, University of Pittsburgh, 1972. Not surprisingly, given our analysis,

there is little cons!stency among the studies with respect to signs and magnitudes

of parameters and many studies get surprising results which have to be exp101ned

in au ad hoc way. Youth labor supply is a very slippery concept.

25For example Linda Nasif Edwards, "The Econmeics of Schooling Decisions,

Teenage Enrollment Rates," Journal of Human Resources, V. x, No. 2 (Spring, 1975),

pp. 155-173; and Robert I. Lerman, l'Same Determinants of Youth School Activity,"

Journal of Human Resources v. vii, No. 3, pp. 367-379.

d
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industrial structure,
26

and numerous studies of the minimum wage. However, wbat

is notable about such of this literature, with the exception of the work of Katz,
27

is.that the modelling is limited to either single equation efforts or multiple

equation models of particular facets such as labor force participation. Here I

will attempt to account for the interrelationships of demand, school enrollment,

labor force participation and wage levels.

The structure of the model is presented in Table III, the definition of the

variables is found in Table TV, and the means of tbe variables arie,in Table V.

Greater detail on variable definitions and sources are presented in the Appendix.

I will discuss the specification of each equation in some detail but it is first

worth pausing for a general discussion of the model's structure.

The model structure consists of one.employment`equation and three equations

which, taken together, represent a supply side. Three supply equations are

necessary because of the peculiar.characteristics of the youth labor market,

namely the simultaneous relationship between the schooling and participation

decisions. Table V shows that the participation ates of students are consider-

ably below those of out-of-scho61 youth. Hence an ecular shift or variatton

across race, sex, or space in youth labor force participation rates may be due

either to change within the two classes (in and out of school) or to changes in

enrollment rates within class behavior constant. It is thus obviously important

to model the supply side in some detail.

It is apparent that th e! model is recursive in that thep is no feedback from

the first four equations into the wage equation. Although not entirely satisfac-

tory this approach is in the tradition of the labor aupply literature and much

of the eaployment demand literature and is, I believe justified in the case of,

26Saa for example, Edwxrd Kalachek, "Deteradnants of Teenage Employmant,"
Journal of Human Resources, vol, iv, no. 1, pp. 2-21...

27Arnold Kat:, "Teenage Employment Effects of 'State Minimum Wages,"
Journal of Human Resources, vol. viii, no. 2 (Spring, 1973), pp. 250-256.
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TABLE III

The Model

k 2
WAGE + 0

3
WOMENWG + 8 ED1619 + 0

5
YOUFRAC +

8
6
5UB + 0

7
SOUTH + e

+ 01FAMIC + 02RESDISP + 83EDDOL + 04UADULT +

0
5
ED25 + 8

6
URBAN + e

(a) LFPER se 80 + 81UADULT + 82WAGE + 83rA24Ic 84RESDISP

(+8
5
MARFRAC) + e

(4) LFPNER +
1
UADULT + 8

2
WAGE-+ 8

3
FAMIC + 8

4
RESDISP

0

(+05MARFRAC) + e

(5) WAGE
0

+ 8
1
MIN + 8 FRACLFW + 0

3
UADULT + 8

4
ED1619 +

2

8 5YOUFRAC + e

Note: The dependent variable and the two wage variables in

equation I are in logs. Equations (2), (3), and (4)

are in logit form. MARFRAC is modeled in equations (3)

and (4) for women only.
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TAbLE IV

Variable Definitions

Variables measured for 16-19 year olds of each race and sex group:

WAGE Hourly wage (measured for 1969 and adjusted for seasonal
differences in hours worked)

EMP Number employed during the census week

ED1619 Median years of school completed

ER - Enrollrent rate during the census week

LITER - Labor force participation rate of enrolled youth

LFPNER - Labor force participation rate of non-enrolled youth

HARFRAC - Fraction of the cohort married (for women)

Variables defined separately for all blticks andwhites in the SMSA:

ED25 Median educat onal attainment of adult men 25 years old

and above

RESDISP Ratio of the population living in the central city to
population living outside the central city

SUB The ratio of all the SKSA's jobs located in the central city
to jobs located outside the central et divided by RESDISP

FAMIC Median faMily income

Variables defined for the entire SMSA:

Total personal imcome in the SMSA

YOUFRAC For men: the fraction of the SMSA's jobs accounted for by
construction, manufacturing and trade; for women: the 1970

equivalent of the Bowan and Finnegan index of female
oriented employment

SOUTH A dummy taking on the value of "1" if the SMSA is located

in the South

MIN A dummy tit:king on theAralue of "17 if the SMSA was predominantly
located in a state Which in 19691ad a minimum wage exceeding
the Federal minimum wage

EDDOL - Per capital expenditure on education in the SKSA's major city

UADULT _ The SMSA unemployment rate of adult men during the cellEUS week

URBAN The fraction of the SMSA's population living in urban areas

FRACLFW The fraction of the SMSA's Libor force during the census week
consisting of adult mean

WOMINWG Hourly wage of adult women c
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Dependent
Variables

TABLE V

MEAN VALUES,

WHITE MEN BLACK MEN

1970

WHITE WOKEN BLACK WOMEN

EMP . 20508 2527 17638 2200

ER .799- .695 .708 .644

LEPER .417 .273 .298 .207

.LPPNER .783 .592 .597,

WAGE 2.14 1.73 1.65 1.66

UNEMPLOYMENT .095 .190 .093 .204

.438 .284 .367 .226

Independent
Variables

EDI*19 10.9 10.9 11.20 11.32

MARFRAC IMO Ole OlY , .110 .095

WHITES 'BLACKS

ED25 12.0 10.2

FAMIC $9547 $8456

RESDISP .846 10.57

SUB .646 .051

ALL

4583

YOUFRAC .51c . (Women .378)

SOUTH .277

MIN .259

MODOL 234

.UADULT .035

URBAN .896

TRActrw .366

t'S
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Variables

EMY

ER

LrPER

LFPNER

WAGE

UNEMPLOYMENT

Independent
Variables

MARFRAC
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MEAN VALUES

WHITE MEN BLACK MEN

1960

WHITE WOMEN BLACK WOMEN

13553 1402 12282 1055

.713
,

.608 .596 .526

.366 .230 .239 .141

.799 .657 .545 .385

1.22 1.10 1.15 1.11

.111 .218 .079 .223

.423 .309 .349 .202

OD ale .170 .168

WHITES BLACKS

ED25 10.8 8.6

FAMIC 6263 4053

ALL

3278

YOUFRAC .659 (.333)

SOUTH .277

MIN .407

UADULT .047

FRACLFWc7\ .323
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the youth labor market. It is obvious that excess supply of youth labor has

failed to drive the wage to marketsclearing levels.' Tiais is attributable both

to the presence of Federal and state minima as well as to the existence of socially

acceptable minium wages and other institutional restrictions. The adult unem-
p.

ployment rats does' appear in the wage equation and is always insignificant or

of the wrong sian and experiments wdth measures of excess supply in the youth

lbor market produced poor results.

will now discuss the specification of each equation. However, since the
11)

specification of many of the equations is standard in the literature, I will only

highlight the points which are novel or of special interest here.

The Employment Equation. This equation estimates employment as a function

of output (Q), the wage of the appropriate subgroup, the wage of adult women,

the median educational attainment of that group, sad three measures of local

structure -- a measure of the suburbanization of employment relative to population,

a local industrial structure variable (.4lich is defined differently for men and

loosen), and a dummy Which takes the value of 1 if the SMSA is locaZted in the South-.

This equation serves two important purposes. First, differences in the structure

of equation across races will indicate separate demand curves and thus discrimina-

tion,(subject to the caveat noted above concerning the absence of adequate per-

sonal characteristics controls). For example, a common fiudin in the literature

is that the wage elasticity of employment with respect to wages is larger for

blacks than whites and this can be taken as evidence of discrim1nation.
28

In

addition, when we re-estimate the equation for 1960, we will be able to detect

shifts over the decade in the demand equation.

28The Becker discrimination model predicts that the demand curve for black
labor in the presence of discrimination is less elastic with respect to,wages than
tha whits model (for a demonstration see Freeman, Changes in the Labor Market for
Black Americans, pp. 92-93). however, this model is not well auited for this
analysis. First, it is a full employment model and h&nee does not consider the

ILO ifr
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Second, this equation will determine the importance of several measures of

local economic structure. If suburbanization of employment relative to population

has had a detrimental effect on black employment opportunities, the sign on SUB

will be positive (the appropriate concept -- which is used here -- is the ratio

of, central city emplovuent to population). In addition, the industrial structure

variables should measure the effect of local industry mix. Previous experience

with these variables, or similar constructs,has had mixed results (kalachek

found them unimportant, Friedlander found them important).. Finally, adult women

are a potential source of competition for youth jobs and the inclusioo of their

wage in the equation will test the strength of this effect.

Thus the employment equations should tell us two things: (1) is black em-

ployment more sensitive than white employment to local Labor market structure;

(2) has that sensitivity"increased over time. The aAsuers should help us under-

stand the key issue-of whr black youth employment has grown less vigorously than

white in recent years.

Supply Equations. The model contains three supply equations. An enrollment

and 1.ro labor force participation equations, one for those in school and one for

out-of-school youth. The equations themselves are coaventional in structure.

implications of unemployment. Second, as Flanagan has demonstrated', the model's
predictions with respect to the relationship between relative employment and
relative wages of blackivand Whites ere inaccurate (Robert Flanagan, "Racial Wage
Diacriminatiou and Employment Segregation," Journal of uman Reeources, vol. VIII

'(Fall, 1973) pp. 456-471). Recent simismewage atudie have found that the minimum
wage has a larger ,disemployment effect for blacks than whites (Jacob Mincer,

"Unemployment Effects of Minimum Wages," Journal Political , vol. .84

(August, 1976) pp. SO-S104; James Kagan, Jr., "hinialum Wages and the Youth Labor
Market," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. LIX (Hay, 1977) pp. 129-136)
and if the coyerage rata is roughly equal for the two races than this would imply
a more elastic demand curve for black labor. A rationing model of employeent
would imply a more elastic demand curve for blacks. Imagine that whites are
allocated outright (perhaps because of superior contacteor trong employer pre-,
finances) a larger sharm of the SMSA's youth jobs than are blacks. Then if the
remaining jobs (firms) have demand curves of equal wigs elasticity for blacks and
whites the overall wags elasticity will appear larger for blacks.
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Participation is a functioo of wages, family income, adult unemployment, the

fraction of the cohort which is married (in the female equations), and one

unusual variable -- the residential dispersion of the raciel group. This

variable is intended to test the hypothesis that inner city youth, particularly

black youth, are especially discouraged. In contrast to Bowen and Finnegan,

demand variables are excluded from these equations.

The enrollment equation is also conventional, though again there are several

measures of the impact of spetia3 dispersion of population. The conventional

wisdom concerning this equation is that high unemployment rates encourage youth

-emain in school, adult education levels are a proxy-for taste and hence

the effect should be positive, family iacome incorporates several effects, but

is most likely to be positive,-
29

urbanization is associated withshigher enroll-
.

sent rates. Per. capita expenditure on'education should have an ambiguous effect

since it way reflect either higher quality schools oemore serious problems,

though.on balance its effect should be positive.

Wag!! Equation. The wage equation is probably the most poorly specified of

the equations. Similar equations have met with little success.
30

The minimum

wage variable is'of considerable intc-rest due to thelongstanding debate on the

impact of the minimum wage of youth employment. The variable is a dummy taking

on the value of "1" if the state minisum wage is in 'Metall of the prevailing

federal minimum wage in 1969. The effect upon employment will, of course, be

through the wage term in thi first equation.

Tbe fraction of the labor force composed of woman (FRACLFW) should exert a

downward effect on wages tcc:, the extent that women compots,with youth in the

29
See Mdwards 'T4* " A measurement error

for this variable is that it measures family income in the &Mk, but some of the
16-19 year old enrolled youth are in college and have families who reside elsewhere.
This will bias the coefficient to zero.

3°Glan Cain and Martin Dooley, "Zatiaation of a Model of Labor Supply, Fertility,

and Wages of Married Woman," Journal of Po1klic4,. 4;ogorr, v. 84 (August, 1976).

pp. S179-5200.
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low skilled or casual labor market and to the extent that youth wages are flexible

downwards. The industrial structure and unemployment terms are intended to cap-

ture the impact of demand on wage levele and the education term is a control for

labor quality.

Data and Estimation

The observations are those SKSA's with a population in 1970 of 500,000 or

more which reported data separately for blacks. Fifty-four SMSA's met this

criteria.
31

The equations are estimated separately for 16-19 year,old black and

white men and women
32

(data on Spanish speaking have been excluded from all

appropriate variables). The 1960 equations were .estimated with data from the

saie SMSA's
33

with a few variables omitted.

The first equation is specified in logs in the dependent variable and the

wage terms. Thus the wage coefficients are elasticities while the remaining

coefficients represent proportional change in employment for a unit change in

the independent variable. This form gives better fits (though qualitatively

similar results) than other specifications. The next three equations (enrollment

31_
-rhe SHSA's included are New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Detroit,'ISan Francisco, Washington, Boston, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Baltimore,
Celveland, Houston, Newark, Minneapolie, Dallas, Seattle, Milwaukee, Atlaata,
Cincinnati, Paterson, San Diego, Buffalo, Miami, Kansas City, Denver, San Bernadino,
Indianapolis, New Orleans, Tampa, Phoenix, Columbus, Rochester, San Antonio, Dayton,
Louisville, Sacramento, Memphis, Fort Worth, Birmingham, Toledo, Norfolk, Akron,
Hartford, Oklahomi,City, Gary, Fort Lauderdale, Jersey City, Greensboro, Nashville;
Omaha, Youngstown, Jacksonville, Richmond, Wilmington.

32
These SIKSA's account for 81% of black 16-19 year olds living in urbanized

areas in 1970.

33-
most of the 1960 data were generously provided to me by Arnold Katz.

Several variables were omitted because of the expense involved in collecting the
data. irhe c -arisons which follow between the 1970 and 1960 equations remain
valid when tha 1960 equations are compared to 1970 eouations usiag only the 1960
variables.
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rate and two labor force participation rates) are specified in a logit form

(i.e. the dependent variable is log (P1(1-P)). This insures that the predicted

,ialues will fall between "0" and "1". The final eguation is linear.

The model was estimated via Three Stage Least Squares, a procedure which is

appropriate becauSe of the simultaneity of the systew.and the cross equation cor-

relations. All data were weighted by the square root of the SMSA's 'population.

The results are in Table VI.

The 1970 and 1960 Employment Evations

These equations perform quite well and the results are of considerable

inttrest. The most important points in the 1970 equations are:

(a) The response of eployment to output is significant in all equations

although in elasticities they are somewhat higher for blacks than whites.

This confirms the general notion that blacks benefit relative to whites from

economic upturns.

(b) The -.1,ge terms tell an interesting story. The own-wage coefficients

are insignificant in all cases except for black men. Hence only for this group

is there ev,dence of racially differential treatment ane even this should be

treated with caution since it is.difficult to tell a plausible story about why

the treatment of black women should be better than black men. On the other hand the

adult,women's wage variable is significant in both black equations and in aeither

of the white equations. Employers evidently do not substitute women for white

youth (or vice versa) but do so for blacks. The clear implication of this is that

the rise in the labor force participation of adult women has had a detrimental

effect on black teenage employment.

(c) A major interest is the impact of the suburbanization variable. The data

show a vast racial difference in the suburbanizetion of population -- the mean

value of RESDISP (the ratio of central city to non-central city population) is

10.5 for blacks and .84 for whites. In the discussion above I argued that the



EMPIDYMENr ECWICNS, 1970 and 1960

(t statistics)

1970

WHITE MEN BLACK MEN

.0001
(5.86)

.0001
(4.71)

ED16 .6430 .2346
(10.09) (2.54)

YOUFRAC 2.5235 6.6467
(3.75) (4.68)

WAGE -.4852 -4.4425
(1.12) (3.07)

WOmENWG 1.1745 3.0022
(1.52) (3.02)

'SUB -.0237 .1724
(.23) (.31)

SOUTH .1145 1.1312
(.95) (5.21)

1960

0 .0001 .0002
(4.44) (4.68)

WAGE .0326 -7.0862
(.01) (4.61)

WOMENWG 1.5090 1.3229
(1.52) (1.03)

YOTTPkr .0671 .0496
(1.29) (.62)

ED16 .7102 .5681
(18.37) (10.47)

SOUTH .2294 .5259
(1.09) (1.76)

WHITE WOMEN BLACK WOMEN

.0001 .0001
(6428) (4.36)

.t,283 .2086
(7.50) (1.83)

3.3534 5.5124
(1.40) (1.42)

1.4803 -.8793
(1.53) (.60)

-.0805 2.6139
(.10) (2.13)

-.0065 -.5307
(.07) (.97)

-.3862 .8871
(2,79) (3.02)

.0001 .0001
(5.93)

1.5624
(1.40)

(3.98)

-7.9881
(6.07)

.4105 .2096
(.42) (.n)

3.2991 .2144
(1.40) (.05)

.6018 .5856
(9.80) (4.96)

-.2599 .1558
(1.32) (.48)

36
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ffect of job dispersion and residential dispersion of whites could either benefit

or hurt blacks. These results suggest that there is no effect one way or the

other. hence even if the kain argument is plausible for youth -- as it eeems to

be -- It is offset either by the reduction in competition black youth face

for those jobs which reMain in the central city or the pressures which a numeri-

eally more dominant black population places upon firms to hire black youth.

(d) The industrial structure variable is positive in all four equations 1,ut

significant only for men.
34

The size of the coefficient is larger in both black

eqaations than in the comparable equations for whiteL. This suggests that in

SMSA's with an adverse industrial structure whites are better able than blascks to

penetrate nther sectors of the economy. This finding, which is reinforced by

the greater sensitivity of black wages to the industrial structure variable, is

consistent with findings by Friedlander on the importance of industrial structure

to blacks. Furthermore, this finding suggests that secular shifts in industr al

structure have been adverse to blacks. In 1960, the mean value of the male YOUFRAC

was 659, by 1970 it had declined by 20% to .525. The results here suggest that

this shift in the industrial composition of the economy impacted disproportion-

ately upon black men.

(e) The coefficients on the Southern dummy variables are quite striking and

imply that blacks benefit, both absolutely and relative to whites, from Southern

residence. However, these coefficients need to be treated with caution because

they may simply be proxies for the relative number of young blacks in the SMSA.

The discussion below of the employment to population ratio equations will clarify

this.

To summarize these demand equations, they do seem to show that black employ-

ment is in general more sensitive to local economic structure than is white

34
Recall that the definition of the vareble differs for men and women.

-43
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employment. In particular the greater black response to YOUFRAC, the racial

differences in the coefficients on WOMENWG, and the SOUTH variable all point to

this conclusion.

The charAe in the structure of,the equations between 1960 and 1970 for blacks

and whites doeu not vary by sex aad is of considerable interest. The white equa-
--,

tions are remarkable for the lack of change in structure. Only two coefficients

change sign (the own-wage term for white men and the women wage term for white

women) and neither of these coefficients but one are of the same magnitude. The

only exception is the YOUFRAC term for men which becomes larger and significant. 35

Beyond this, the curves do shift in the sense that the implied elasticities of

employment with respect to output increase between 1960 and 1970.
36

This reflects

the fact that for whites the economy found jobs for the baby boom generation.

However, the other characteristics of the demand curves remained stable.

The story is different for blacks. For women the employment elasticity

increased but for black men ic declined. Beyond this there is clear improvement

with reupect to the wage terms. In 1960 for both black men and women the wage

elasticities are large, significant, and negative indicating considerable dis-

crimination. By 1970 this effect had diminished. On the other hand, the sensi-

tivity of black employment to both industrial structure and adult women's wages

increased between 19o0 and 1970. This change in the structure of the equations

can be read au an improvement in the sense that for a given adult women wage or

youth induetry share in 1970 black youth gained more employment than they did in

35
This also occurs for black men. Hence Kalachek's finding using 1960 data

that "key industry" variables fail to be important is supported but evidently
this changed between 1960 and 1970.

36
The elasticity is Q.B

1
since
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1960. At the swee time however, the shift between 1960 and 1970 represents a

growing sensitivity of black employment upon local labor market structure, a

trend not observed for whites. Thus while the pattern does seem to repreaent

an improvement over the 1960 structure it is in a sense a mixed blessing.

Labor Supply

The ratio of black to white labor force participation has worsened secularly.

In these data the lower black participation rates are reflected by mean values

of .370 for men and .291 for women, compared to comparable white values of .491 and

.385. Although contributing definitionally to lower unemployment these relatively

low black participation rates are a further sign of pathology in the labor market.

Furthermore, the racial differential cannot be attributed to compositional

effects arising from schooling, enrollment rates are lower on average for blacks

(.695 for men and .644 tor women compared to .799 and .708 respectively for

whites) and the participation rate of out-of-school youth is higher thau that of

those in school.

The comparison I will now make between the 1970 and 1960 labor supply equa-

tions does help shed light on the decline of black relative to white participation.

However, these results should be treated with some skepticism. Labor force

participation is an ambiguous concept in the youth labor market. The youth labor

market is very volatile, with youth moving in and out of the labor force. Atiach-

ment to the labor force is not as secure as it :is for adults. Many youth who are

reported out of the labor force are in fact available for work and may even be

looking in a casual way. At the same time, youth who are currently looking or

working have a weak attachment and may soon beout of the labor force. There is

also considerable disparity in reported participation between census estimates, in

which a parent generally reports the status of a youth living at home, and surveys



1970 'Mal SUPPLY AtiD WAGE EQ=1=

(t statistics)

WHITE :t!'"N BLACK MEN WHITE WOMEN BLACK WOMEN

Enrollment

FAMIC .00001 -.00005 -.00003 -.00005
(1.26) (1.77) (.34) (1.73)

RESDISP -.0389 -.0025 -.0283 .0007
(1.46) (1.68) (1.57) (0.52)

EDDOL -.0001 -.0009 .0003 -.0009
(0.31) (1.54) (0.92) (1.67)

UADULT 2.3614 7.1914 2.1721 4.3172
(1.17) (2.59) (1.50) (1.71)

ED25 .2027 .1097 .1405 .0650
(3.65) (3.10) (3.60) (1.54)

URBAN -.0337 -.8671 -.4401 -1.4919
(0.11,) (2.33) (2.29) (4.46)

CONSTANT .8544 1.0013 -.5140 )1.7677
(1.46) (2.35) (1.16) (3.98)

Labor Force Participt5nr Enrolled

UADULT -1.4139 3.4422 -3.8892 -3.0517
(0.53) (0.92) (1.26) (0.82)

WAGE .0891 -.7485 .3146 -.9237
(0.92) (1.80) (0.73) (1.67)

FAMIC .00006 .0001 .00008 .0003
(3.81) (2.16) (3.90) (5.14)

RESDISP -.0034 -.0007 .0181 -.0042
(0.10) (0.41) (0.44) (1.83)

MARFRAC -2.4268 3.9534
(1.89) (1.83)

CONSTANT -.6975 -.7278 -1.8326 -2.6333
(2.64) (1.90) (2.18) (3.46)

40
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Labor Force Participationt Not Enrolled

UADULT -7.5635 -15.9161 -8.1433 -8.8451
(2.85) (3.98) (4.68) (2.98)

WAGE -.1703 1.2084 .9262 - ,8270
(1.71) (2.69) (3.67) (1.83)

FAMIC .00005 - .00008 .00002 .0002
(3.34) (1.59) (2.25) (4.21)

RESDISP .0075 -, .0021 .0828 - .0021
(0.23) (1.16) (3.62) (1.15)

MARFRAC aff 01 Or -4.5322 2.4740
(6.29) (1.40)

CONSTANT 1.4325 .3584 - .6822 -.4670
(5.33) (.0.87) (1.40) (0.75)

Waqe

ED16 -.0113 .0431 .0544 .0461
(0.09) (1.48) (0.69) (1.00)

MIN .3417 .1322 .2209 .1870
(2.96) (2.35) (4.78) (2.38)

FRACLFW -5.1371 - .2339 1.8742 -2.7766
(2.08) (.20) (1.40) (1.19)

UADULT .6307 4.2149 -2.8882 -2.6262
(0.13) (1.74) (1.63) (0.87)

YOUFRAC - .0316 1.5784 -2.5067 ,1.2892
(0.04) (4.80) (1.98) (0.58)

CONSTANT 4.0397 .3136 1.3383 1.7115
(2.01) (0.4543) (1.49) (2.36)

4Z



1960 1ABOR SUPPLY AND WAGE ECUATICVS

(t statistics)
42

Enrollment Eauation

WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN BLACK MEN BLACK WOMEN

UADULT 2.0853 .9660 9.4278 .9643
(1.21) (.43) (2.21) (.27)

ED25 .1107 .0394 .3180 .0826
(4.72) (1.23) (4.96) (1.48)

FAMIC .00001 ..0001 -.0002 -.00006
(.47) (3.24) (3.02) (.78)

CONSTANT -.4614 -.7625 -1.5622 -.3897
(1.60) (2.02) (3.4933) (1.00)

Labor Force Participation, Enrolled

UADULT -.70845 -5.6091 -8.22227 -2.3099
(1.78) (1.54) (1.48) (.50)

WAGE 5.1364 .9807 .8836 .1561
(4.41) (1.79) (1.03) (.29)

FAMIC -.0003 .0004 -.0000002 .0001
(2.90) (.58) (.002) (2.24)

CONSTANT -4.2026 -2.0640 -1.8545 -2.2320
(5.63) (3.76) (3.60) (4.15)

MARFRAC MEV 41111 -1.6895 -2.0634
(1.98) (1 . 7 5 )

Labor Force Partici ation Not Enrolled

UADULT -11.1303 -8.2155 6.7276 -5.9216
(2.65) (2.62) (1.11) (1.59)

WAGE 3.7160 -.3118 -1.3197 -1.0836
(2.87) (.64) (1.44) (2.48)

FAMIC -.0001 .00002 -.00007 .0001
(1.37) (.39) (.55) (2.45)

CONSTANT -1.5705 1.7427 2.0974 .2019
(1.91) (3.65) (1.78) (.44)

MARFRAC OR -6.0109 .8754
(8.044) (.90)
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Wa5e,

141N .0670 .0273 .1252 .0826
(2.96) (5.02) (3.64) (1.87)

FRACIAM -1.4499 .6943 -1.5716 -1.6326
(3.33) (.79) (2.27) (1.23)

UADULT -:I .5639 -.0242 .4015 .8774
(1.30) (.02) (.23) (.52)

ED16 .0217 .0786 .0744
(1.05) (3.11) (2.02)

YOUFRAC -.0066 -1.9738 -.0063 .4384
(.62) (2.03) (.34) (.29)

CONSTANT 1.5060 1.5387 .7480 .6415
(5.15) (8.61) (1.83) (1.36)
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which ask youth directly.
37

Thus the discussion below should be taken with a

large grain of salt.

Turning to racial differences in the structure of the 1970 labor force

participatioa equations, it is apparent that there are someimpor int differences

aad, with one significant exception, they argue for lower blaek pa icipation

rates. In the in-school equation, both black man and women shbw significant

negative wage effects, but whites do not.
38

In the out-of-school equation black

women show a significant negative wage effect while the effect for white women

is positive On the other hand, the coefficient is positive for black men.

Thus there is some, although not overwhelming, evidence of a stronger income

effect for slack than white youth.

The equations demonstrate that the conventional wisdom concerning the rela-

tionship between unemployment and enrollment is correct ith the coefficient

being large and positive in all four equations and significant in two. The co-

efficients on the education level of adults also perform as expected. The only

surprising result is the consistently negative sign on the urbanization

term, a finding contrary to our expectations. This cannot be attributed to the

quality of central city schools since the urbanization index counts most suburbs

as urbanized.

The shifts between 1960 and 1970 in th'e labor force participation equations

, do not present as clearcut a picture as did the employment equations. At least

for whites the shifts between 1960 and 1970 are not consistent across the sexes.

37
M chael Bomb et al., "Counting Youth: A Comparison of the Labor Force

Statistics in the Current Population Surveys and the National Longitudinal
Surveys," in Robert Taggert and Naomi Berger Diividson, eds., Employment Statistics
and Youth (Wa&hinton: G.P.O.), 1978, pp. 15-34.

mese negative wage effects were also obeerved by Bowen and Finnegan although
they used a different wage variable. They attribute the effect to problems in
measuring Labor supply. In addition, 1 would argue that many youth are "terve
earners, i.e. they uork to earn money for recreational purposes and thus high wages
may reduce labor participation.

60
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However, for blacks the shifts are consistent aad help us understand secular trends

in participation rates.

For white men ths discouraged worker effect is considerably weakened in the

1970 comparel to the 1960 equations, both for those in and out of school. On the

other hand, while the 1960 equations share the classic pattern or a positive

wage term and negative family income term by 1970 the wage term is insignificant

and the family income coefficient is poeitive. Thus the structure of these

equations change, but the changes are offset and ehere is very little overall

movement in observed participation rates. For women we observe little change

in the di,coureged worker effect and an inconsistent wage effect pattern (the

term in the out-of-school equation becomes positive and significant in 1970

while the coefficient for the in-school term loses significance). The somewhat

inconsistent picture (e.g. the move away from the "classic" patterns in the 1960

white male equations) is comparable with Field's work on adult women which shows

a similar disintegration in expected participation patterns over time. 39

The shifts in the black equations tell a more consistent story. For both

black women and men the 1970 equations ',how a considerably =ore powerful dis-

couraged worker effect than do the 1960 equations, and this doubtlessly explains

the adverse participation trends over the decade. DaLa of these kind cannot of

courbe explain why this development occurred.

Employment to Population Ratios

The employment to population ratio is in general a poor measure with which to

work because it combines labor demand and sue, f effects. The ratio could be low

in an SMSA either because the demand for youth Labor is weak or because labor

force participation retee 4re low. This difficulty may be minimized in the case

39
JudithFie1ds, "A Comparison of Inter-city Differences in the Labor Force

Particlipation Rates of Married Women in 1970 with 1940, 1950, and 19GO," Journal
of Human Resources, Vol. XI, No. 4 (Fall, 1976), pp. 568-577.

S
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of the, youth labor market because, as I argued above, the distinction between

labor force categories is weak. To the extent that labor force participatiou

is ambiguous the employment to population ratio becomes a useful Nemours.

The advantage of the measure, relative to absolute employment -- which I

have been using thue far -- is that it controls for the number of youth in an

%S.A. This is particularly important for blacks since, even holding SKSA size

constant, their numbers vary considerably. It may be, for example, that the

coefficiew.s in the SOUTH dummy variables in the black employment equations are

positive simply because, holding city size constant, there are relatively more

black youth in southern cities.

In order to determine whether the results developed above remain after con-

trolling for the diificulty I have estimated equations for employment to population

ratios. They are reported for 1970 and 1960 in the table below. All of the variables

have been previously defined, with the exception of Q/P which is the Q measure

divided by the number of youth in the equation specific cohort.

The results generally confirm the earlier analysis. In 1970 blacks show

a larger positive response to the wage of adult women than do whites, the coef-

ficient in both equations being positive and significant for blacks and insigni-

ficant for whites. In addition, the black vwn-wage term follows the previous

pattern. For males it is negative and significant but larger in absolute value

for balcks, while for women the term is positive and significant for whites and

insignificant for blacks. As in the earlier equations, the industrial structure

variable is positive and significant for men and insignificant for women; however

it should also be noted that the magnitudes for men are larger for whites while

in the employment equations they are larger for blacks. Finally, as we suspected,

the SOUTH dummy becomes insignificant in this framework.

The shift in the structure of the equations between 1960 and 1970 also confirms

the earlier results. The magnitude of the negative own-wage term is reduced for

Sz



Employment to Population Ratios

1970

Effects of a Unit Change in the Independent Variable

Upon the Employment to Population Ratio

WHITE MEN BLACK MEN WHITE WOMEN BLACK WOMEN

Q/P .188 .002 -.090 .012**

ED16 .010** .005** -.003 .0005

YOUFRAC .134** .108** .100 .006

WAGE -.095** .298** .002

WOMENWG .083 .037* -.011 .040*

SUB -.004 .004 - 001 .007

SOUTH .00009 .004 -.011 .00004

1960

Q/P -.294 .010* -.026 .007**

E016 .021** .007** .006* .001

YOUFRAC .010** .002 .009 .065

WAGE .039 -.315** -.162 *

WOMENWG .050 .088 .146** .011

SOUTH .007 .012 .006 .00008

Note; The reported results are calculated as D(E/P)
Bi[(P)(1-11]DX,

and are calculated at the mean values of E/P. This form follows

from the logit specification. The estimated equations are

reported in the Appendix to this cahpter.

m Significant at the 5% level.

* sis Significant at the 10% level.
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both black men and women, the wage of adult women is insignificant for blacks in

19b0 but becomes significant in 1970 and the industrial structure variable

becomes more important (positive and significant) for black men in 1970.

On the balance, then, the results of the analysis of employment to popula-

tion ratios supports the conclusions drawn from the earlier model.

Employmert Growth

As a finai check on the conclusions we have reached thus far this section

eetimates equations for employment growth between 1960 and 1970. The dependent

variable is the percentage growth in employment for each race/sex cohort between

those two years and the independent variables are the 1960 values of FRACLFW

and YOUFRAC, the percentage growth in personal SHSA income, DQ, and the percen-

tage growth in the size of the cohort between the two years, DPOP16. We expect

to find negative coefficients for FRACLFW
60'.

and positive coefficients on

YOUFRAC
60'

The population growth variable is clearly not exogeneous but an

estimation of migration and fertility functions is beyond the scope of this work.

To test for the sensitivity of the other coefficients to this variable the equa-

tions are estimated both with and wdthout it. The results are presented below.

The discussion will focus on the equatlons which include DP0P16.

These equatipus generally confirw our earlier results. White male employ-

ment growth is negatively related tO FRACLFW
60

but shows no significant relation-

ship to YOUFRAC
60'

Black male employment growth has a negative relationship to

FRACLFW
60

and a positive relationship to YOUFRAC
60'

As before, the results for

women are weaker, the only significant relationship is a negative one between the

employment growth of white women and FRACLFW
60

. However, the zo 4111 arable rela-

tionship for black women has the correct sign and approaches significance. In

general then, these results confirm the earlier ones and increase the confidence

with which we can accept them.

St
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EMPLOYMENT GROWTH EQUATIONS

White Women Black Women

FRACLFW
60

-2.1955 -3.6442 -14.9316 -7.5338
(.59) (1.66) (2.06) (1.43)

YOUFRAC
60

3.0851 2.7729 6.9222 .3828
(.76) (1.19) (.90) (.07)

DQ .1747 .0891 .0562 - .0129
(3.51) (2.90) ( .58) ( .16)

DPOP16 .9289 1.3121
(9.60) (6.95)

,

CONSTANT .1014 .2625 3,7795 2.6681
(.16) (.71) (3.08) (3.00)

R
2

.7968 .930 .791 .896

Men White Men Black Men

FRACLFW
60

- .7116 -2.6756 -9.9360 -5.4390
(.30) (2.23) (1.88) (2.65)

YOUFRAC
60

.0430 - .0271 .0910 .1190
(.86) (1.07) ( .81) (2.75)

DQ .6366 .3060 .1118 -.0626
(3.02) (2.77) (.24) (.34)

DP0P16 1.0187 .8477

(11.85) (16.63)

CONSTANT .7532 .7818 4.1931 1.8765
(1.00) (2.04) (2.46) (2.80)

R
2

.801 .950 .642 .948

The dependent variable is the percentage of employment growth for each
cohort between 1960 and 1970.

66.
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Summary

The results of the aoalysis thus far show that ia some important respects

black youth employment is more dependent than that of whites upon structural

characteristics of local economies. This was true both for the industrial

structure variable and with resptct to competition from adult women. On the

other hand, there is nu evidence that the suburhanization of employment oppor-

tunities has had an adverse effect.

The comparison of the 1960 and the 1970 equations shows that over time blacks

have become more dependent upon the structural characteristics of the local econo-

mies. /ln particular, both the magnitude of the coefficients of the industrial

structuYe variable and the women wage variables have increased. Thus black elm-

vloyment appears to have become more sensitive to the local industry mix and to

competition from women. I use the word "appears" because the case is not entirely

clear, especially with respect to competition from adult women. There are two

points which cast at least some doubt on this finding. First, in the wage equa-

tions the variable measuring the fractior of the SMSA's labor force composed of

adult women does not enter the blacks equation with a significant negative sign

as might be expected if women and young blacks compete for the same jobs. Of

course, the wages of young people are quite rigid downwards (due to the minimum

wage and other barriers) so such an effect might not be expected. The second

difficulty lies in identifying the jobs for which the women and young blacks

compete. This is not particularly a problem for teenage black women, but it is

456
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for men. In March 1976 41.9% of married women with husbands present worked in

sales or clerical occupations, while the category (in October 1976) accounted

for 12.69% ot the employment of 16-19 year old enrolled black males. 40
The

degree of ovvlap is thus not overwhelming, although it should also be noted

that white teenage males are able to better penetrate clerical and sales work. 41

There is also a large overlap in service occupations (15.8% of the women, 39.9%

of the male black teenagers) but this category is so braod as to make comparisons

very hazardous. Finally, 15.7% of the women held blue collar occuk ns (crafts,

operatives, and laborers) while this category accounted for 36.1% of the black

male youth employment. Thus while there is clearly scope for competition the

matching of the occupational distribution of the two groups is far from perfect

and the finding should be interpreted ,0 some care.

However we int,rpret the shifts between 1960 and 1970 in the equation structure

it is clear that the total employment of black youth did increase over the period

and it is also clear that the structure of employment determination of black and

white youth does differ in important respects. We are thus led to consider that

hoary villain, the baby boom. The size of the black cohort grew more rapidly

during this period than the white cohort. Between 1960 and 1970 the size of the

16-19 year old white cohort in these SMSA's grew by 43% while for blacks the group

was 92% larger in 1970 than 1960.
42

Thus the size of the black cohort almost

doubled while the white group grew at a much slower rate. The demand for both

black and white youth labor increased during this period. However, the improvement

40
cpecial 'Labor Forr.e Rpor,rt Nr,. 206, "M,,rit,,1 onr1 Fam4ly Chara-teri.,.ticr, of

the Labor Force in March, 1976," p. A-15, and Special Labor Force Report No. 200,
"Stuuents, Graduates and Dropouts in the Labor Force, October, 1976."

41
Special Labor Force Report No. 200

42
Of course, within these SMSA's part of the population shifts may be due to

migration.

57
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in the black employment equations was not adequate to compensate for the increase

in the cohort size. Thus unemployment rose.

INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR
4.3

An important limitation of the analysis thus far has been that it focused

on aggregates -- SMSA employment, labor force participation rates, and so forth.

While this approach has its advantages it also is clearly incomplete in important

respects. In particular we lose track of the behavior of individuals. We also

are unable to control adequately for di,,ferences in the background characteristics -

of pe ple. For these reasons the aggregate SMSA analysis must be supplemented by

studying individual micro data. In this section I will employ the NLS data.

The purpose of this section is to examine the set of hypotheses discussed

at the beginning of this chapter concerning the impact of individual behavior

upon the racial differences in unemployment rates. A useful way to approach this

isede is to decompose the unemployment experience of individuals into a portion

attributable to frequency of spells of unemployment and a portion attributable

to the length of each spell. In particular, the annual weeks of unemployment

experienced by a person is a product of the probability that the person will ex-

perience a spell times the '.1(pected duration of a spell when it is experienced.

This distinction between spells and duration is important. For example, a group

may suffer high unemployment rates either because of a disproportionate number

of spells, though each spell may end quickly or because unemployment lasts a

very long time when it does occur. Issues of behavioral differen_es v. opportunity

Arise in both cases. For example, a group may experience frequent spells because

43
This section (pp. 52-68) is based upon an earlier paper prepared for the

ASPER sponsored conference, "Employment Statistics and Youth," heIJ in February
1.973, at the University of California, Los Angeles.
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they are prone to quit jobs frequently. (This would normally be taken as a

behavioral difference although people may also be forced to quit by bad treat-

ment on the job. I will test for this.) Alternatively, a group may have fre-

quent spells,because they are more likely to be laid off, i.e. "first fired."

Similarly, in the case of duration a group may experience long durations because

their reservation wages are too high or because firms refuse to hire them.

It is these distinctions between the impact of behavior and opportunity that I

will try to explore in this section. I will first examine racial differences in

durations and then turn to an analysis of spells. In these firs-. two sub-sections

I will focus on decomposing racial differences into portions due to differences

in endowments, and portions due to differences in behavior or treatment (just as

I did in the earlier discussion of wages). I will then take this latter portion

and try to see which factor -- treatment or behavior -- lies behind the differ-

ential.

Duration of Unemployment

The model employed here is drawn from the implications_of various search

theories.
44

An individual's duration of unemployment is determined by a two-

equation system, one equation determining the reservation or acceptance wage,

the other determining the duration of a spell. This system can be summarized as:

(I) R R (K,D,C)

(2) D D (U,R,K) D DuraLiou of spell

with:

K
>0

3D

R

0

>t)

3D
u

3 D

a K

0

0

<0

K Skill level

R i Reservation Wage

C Cost of search and time spent
unemployed

U Distribution of job vacancies

For example, D. Mortensen, "Jot, Search, The Duration of Unemployment,
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A etraightforward approach to searching for racial differentials in duration

is to-estimate this syritem for blacks and whites and test for the differences

across the equations. In particular, it would be interesting to know whether

there ere differences in the rate at which the reservation wege falls in re-

sponse to duration, differences in the extent to which skill levels reduce

duration, and differences in the impact of cost reducing factors, such as unem-

ployment insurance, in increasing the reservation wage.

EstimAtes of this system will be provided below. However, there is a

serious difficulty. Although this system provides a measure of the determinants

of reservation wage, the measure of duration is seriously biased. Rather than

bieng a measure of completed spells, which is what we want to measure with

respect to our complete system of unemployment, the simultaneous system above

provides a measure of spells in progress. As has been shown
45

use of duration

in progress provides a biased estimate of the length of completed spells largely

because long spells have a higher probability than short spelli of being

sampled at a point in time.

Because of this problem the emphasis here will be on a reduced form of

(1) and (2), namely

(3) D D (U,K,C)

where D is now length of comp eted spells. Unfortunately, this introduces some

ambiguity into both the expected signs of the variables and the interpretation

of the coefficients. For example, a high skill level would reduce duration by

aud the Phillipn Curve," keel:Jetta EcoLlowic Review, vol. 60 (December, 1960),
pp. 647-62; or S. A. Lippman alai J.F. McCall, "The Economics of Job Search: A
Survey," Economic inquiry, vol. 14 (June, September, 1967) pp. 155-89, pp. 347-68.

45
Stephen Marston, "The Impact of Unemployment Insurance on Job Search,"

Brookings Papers on Economic Activitx (1975) No. 1, pp. 13-60.
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making moredvacanciee accessible but might also increase duration by raising

the reservation wage. Furthermore, a positive coefficient on marriage, for

example, may be due either to married workers being more eager to find work

(and thus reducing their asking wage) or to them being more attractive to

employers and hence receiving more or better offers.

The dates employed are those in the National Longitudinal S'irvey. 46
In-

formation from two survey periods are employed, 1969-1970 (collected in 1970)

and 1970-1971 (collected in 1971). These periods werf chosen because they are

the first for which complete information is available on every job held and

on each spell of unemployment. The sample was limited to whites and blacks

(other nonwhites being excluded). The analysis is limited to out-of-school

youth.
47

In the analysis of the reduced form equation (3) the unit of observation

is each completed spell of unemployment which occurred between 1969-1971. This

procedure insures that we are measuring the theoretically proper dependent

variable.
48

In addition, only spells associated with job changing, entrance,

46
The NL$ data, for reasons not yet understood, report unemployment rates

below those reported by the monthly Census %ad hence may seem a poor data
source for examining unemployment. However, the racial ratios are very similar
to those in the Census. For example, the October 1970 Current Population
Survey reporteo racial ratios for out-of-school male 18-19 year olds of 1.64
and for 22-25 year olds 1.65. The NLS rations for the same period were 1.88
and 1.66, respectively.

47
No observation of a spell is included if it occurred while the youth was

in school. However, because obiervations are poole I, as will be explained below,
some youth in the sample were is school during SOMR portion of the period.

48
Every spell which occurred any time between the 1969 and 1971 interviews

is included. The only ex Anions are spells in progress at the time of the
1971 interview. Those are excluded because information on their length is
unavailable. Thus the measure employed here seems to be the closest possible
approximation of the theoretically appropriate variable. There is still some
bias since a very long spell, say one which began at the time of the 1969
interview, would be excluded. However, the fact that the sample period is
over two years long makes this bias of little practical importance since there
is plenty of opportunity to capture long spells.
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or re-entrance into the labor market are included. Thus spells associated

with temporary recalls are excluded. Whatever the importance of this class

of spells for adults they are not important for youth49 and they are excluded

because of expected differences in th pattern of job search.

The independent variables are dersned as follows: 50

Skills and Personal Characteristics

AGE: Age in years, measured at the beginning of the year.

This is the score on a knowledge of the world of work test
administered by the interviewers. In addition to th .! possible
direct iLportance of such a measure in explaining ability to
find a job, it is also a good proxy measure of intelligence.

EDUCATION: Years of education, measured at the beginning of the year.

DEPEN: Number of dependents, excluding the wife, measured at
beginning of the year.

DRAFT: "1" if eligible for the' draft, "0" if not, measured at the
beginning of the year.

MAR: 1 if married at the beginning of the year, "0" if not.

Search Cost Variables

UI: This is the fraction of wages replaced by une..ployment
insurance. The variable is (Total UI dollars received)/
(Hourly wage of most recent job x 35 x weeks unemployed that
year).1 It is measured with error since data on the amount
received is available for the entire year but not for
each spell.

49
See Martin Feldstein, "The Iteportance of Temporary Layoffs, an Empirical

Analyeis," Brookings Papers on Economic Activity (1975) No. 3, pp. 735-45. In
the entire sample there were only 68 affirmative responses in the 1969-1970
period to the question "Did you experience a spell of unemployment while holding
this job?"

50
In these definitions the rerm "year" should be understood to refer to the

interview period, either 1969-19,0 or 1970-1971. When a variable is described
as measured at the bkginning of the year this means at the time of the 1969 inter-
view if the spell occurred during 1969-1970 and at the time of the 1970 interview
if the spell Was in the 1970-1971 period.

fi
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NONWG.: Thim is nonlabor income (excluding transfer payments) :eceived
during the year. The availability of such income should permit,
and perhaps encoarage more extended search.

Demand Variables

U: The local unemployment rate, measured in tenths of & point.

DU: The local unemployment rate at the end of the year minus the
rate at the beginning orthe year.

Other Variables

LINE: "1" if the spell began when the respondent left a previous job
and if upon leaving the respondent had the next job lined up
in advance, "0" otherwise.

LAYOFF,: "1" if the spell began with a layoff frnm a previous job, "0"
otherwise.

OLF: "1" if during the spell of unemployment time was also spent
out-of-the-labor force, in addition to time unemployed, "0" if
not. Time out-of-the-labor force spent in school or in the
armed forces is not iecluded in this measure.

The resnits of the duration equation
52

are presented in Table VIII. The

t.io racial equations were tested for equality via the Chow test and the hypothesis

of equality was rejected at the .05 level (F 2.3). In addition,'\race was

fully interacted with the vairables in a pooled equation to test for significant

differenLes among specific coefficients. The coefficients of DRAfT, U and

LINE are significantly different at the .05 level and the coefficients of ACE

cillfer at the .10 level.

The interpretation of these coefficients must be tempered by the realization

that the equation is a reduced form. Keeping this limitation in mind, there are

several intere ting results. Time spent out of the Labor force neither working

nor looking, reduces the duration of unemployment. This i6 plausible since many

52
These results as well as those below are limited -.() youth out-of-school

and not in the entry period.



TABLE V/11

DURATION EQUATIONS
(Standard Errors)

Variable Black White

AGE 0.511 0.006
(0.206) (.174)

WW -0.024
(0.079) (0.059)

DRAFT 5.141 0.055
(1.474) (0.029)

DEPEN 0.402 -0.092
(0.449) (0.601)

'EDUCATION 0.535 0.223
(0.255) (0.210)

MAR -3.246 -1.577
(1.393) (1.049)

LAYOFF 3.243 0.643
(1.106) (0.811)

LINE 2.314 -2.598
(1.893) (1.353)

-0.003 0.073
(0.028) (0.022)

Variable Black White

DU 0.055 0.055

(0.031) (0.029)

UI -0.271 0.268

(0.466) (0.585)

NONWG 0.001 0.003

(0.007) (0.001)

OLF -3.303 -2.385

(1.589) (1.059)

CONSTANT -10.140 1.600

247 412

3.421(13,233) 2.44(13,398)

SE 8.395 7.952

R2 .113 .043

6 5
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jobs are found through word pf mouth, and the word can easily be passed to

someone not actively looking. Thus for youth the distinction between time

unemployed and time out-of-the labor force can be tenuous. The impact of

unemployment insurance seems marginal, and coefficients in both eqnations are

insignificant and of opposite sign. However, as noted above, this variable is

measured with potentially serious error and there are additional possible biases

in its use.
53

A change in the unemployment rate (DU) has an identical impact

on black and white duration, although the level of unemployment has opposite

racial effects.
54

Finally, non-labor income increases the duration of spells

for both races, although the effect is statistically significant only for whites.

A useful technique for summarizing the results of these equations is to

decompose the differential into portions due to differences in the values of

the variables of the rwo groups and differences due to the structure of the

equation: This decomposition is reported in Table IX.
55

In this decomposi-

tion negative items are favorable to whites. The results indicate that

difference in the structure of the equations impliee that blacks have durations

which are 1.20U weeka longer thar they would be were they treated or behaved

au whites. Given that their actual duration is 7.915 weeks they suffer durations

53
A spuric positive correlation between duration and benefits is caused

by the fact that the NLS data do not tell us whether a worker is covered, only
that he received benefits. Most etates have waiting perioda, and thus a minimum
spell length is required for even a covered worker to receive benefits.

54In cross-sectional data the level variable may capture long-run equilibrium
behavior. This is because of the very high correlation over time of an area's
unemployment rate. Thus in this equation the level unemployment rate may serve

au a proxy for structural characteristics of the local economy. Since high unem-

ployment areas also tend to have high hourly wages the welfare interpretation is
ambiguous.

55The formula is the same lib that used in the earlier decomposition of

wages.
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TABLE U

DECOMPOSITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT DURATI.ON

Variable

Difference
Due to

Characteristics

Difiernce
Due to

Equation Structure

AGE -.003 -10.988

-.086 .297

:018 3.559

DU .116 0

DEPEN .057 -.513

EDUCATION .258 -3.294

UI .014 .079

DRAFT -.002 -1.087

LAYOFF .048 -1.152

NONWG .124 .021

LINE -.015 .455

MAR -.012 .581

OLF -.114 .012

.403 -12.940

CONSTANT 11.740

-1.200
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which are 177.-"too long." On the other hand, black characteristice are sliahtly

"favorable." In particular, they have less education and non-wage income than

do whites, both of which increases white duration. The sum of these favorable

characteristiics reduces their durations relative to whites by .403 weeks and

this, we.bn subtracted from the differential due to equation differences, leads

to an actual differential of .797 weeks.

SPells of Unemployment

I will now examine spells of unemployment and seek to disentangle the effect

of differences in endowments on the one hand and differences in treatment and

behavior on the other. The most important conclusion which emerges from this

effort is that, unlike the case of duration, the racial differences in spells of

unemployment are largely due to either differences in background characteristics

or behavioi, and apparently not td differences in treatment.

The natural approach to this question is to estimate separate racial

equations for the probability of a spell of unemployment and to compare the

equations. However, it is important to distinguish between quits and layoffs.

The same variable, for example the unemployment rate, has ae opposite expected

impact upon quits and layoffs and, therefore, we will estimate a separate model

for each.

Not all quits and layoffs lead to unemployment. In both instances, though

presumebly more eo for quits, a separation can be followed by immediate acquisi-

tion of ano'aer job. Furthermore, the separation can also be followed by movement

out-of-the labor force. The dietribution of quits end la fs into these

categoriee is shown in Table K. The figures in the table are the average of

the 1969-1970 and 1970-1971 quit and layoff rates for yeeth-out-ef-school in

those periods and the data reflects all job changes which occurred in those

periods.
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TABLE X

ANNUAL Qprr AND LAYOFF RATES

Layoffs,:

Whites Blacks

'Rate Percent Rate Percent'

(1) Resulttng in Unemployment .073 46.2 .096 50.5

(2) Resulting in Labor Force
Withdrawal .011 6.9 .010 5.2

.(3) Followed by Another Job .074 46.8 .084 44.2

(4) .158 100 .190 100

Quits

(5) Resulting in Unemployment .072 22.1 .117 34.0

(6) Resulting in Labor Force
Withdrawal .035 10.7 .033 9.5

. (7) Followed by Another Job .218 67.0 .194 56.3

f (8) .325 100 .344 100

Note: The rates al.e.averaged for two periods, 1969-1970 and 1970-1971. Only out-of-school

,youth are included. *Percentages may not add up to 100 due to row ding.
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As is apparent from lines 4 and 8, both the overall layoff and the quit

ratea are higher for blacks than whites the quit rate being 7% higher and layoff

rate 20% higher. These results are not surprising; we expect to find blacks

laid off more frequently than whites both because ofLdiscrimination and because

of lower endowments. Furthermore, the poorer jobs held by blacks would lead

them to quir more frequently. What is surprising about this table is that if

one restricts attention to layoffs and quits resulting in unemployment, then

whiljthe differential remains roughly the same for layoffs (23% ) it widens

considerably for.quits to 62% higher than the white rate. Evidently while

bl.acks do not quit in general much more frequently than do whites, they are

considerably more prone to quit into' unemployment and less prone to quit and

immediately find another job. It remains, of course, to see if this pattern

persists after controlling for differences in personal characteristics.

Parenthetically, it is also interesting .to note that this table supports

the common view that most voluntary joo changing does not result in unemployment.

However, it is surprising to learn that a considerable fraction of layoffs

(46.874 for whites and 44.2% for blacks) are also immediately followed by another

job.

Our next step is to estimate quit and layoff models. In the analysis which

follows attention will be limited to only those quits and layoffs followed by

seplls of unemployment. The quit equations can be motivated by search theory,

human capital theory, or some amalgam of tne two. Accumulation of specific human

capital and high wages should, holding the other variables constant, reduce the

probability of quitting. Potential other opportunities, indexed in this model

by the unemployment rate, should increase the probability of quitting. Personal

characteristics, such as marital status, dependents and age, have an ambiguous

effect depending upon their impact on the individuals' needs and taste for risk.
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The variables in the quit equation which are new are TENURE, which measures

years on the job, UNION, a dummy variable which takes on the value of "1" if

wages are oet by collective bargaining and "0" otherwise, and WAGE, the hourly

wage measurtod in cents. In addition, a variable is introduced to test the

hypothesis that one source of black quitting is discrimination on the job.

The variable WTDIF is constructed by fitting a wage equation for whites,

estimating what each individual would receive, and taking the difference

between that value and the actual hourly wage.
56

A positive value for blacks

would indicate a wage below that predicted by the white equation and may be cor-

related with quitting.

In the layoff model the expectati.on is that specifin human capital and a

high skill level will reduce the probability of a layoff while increases in

the unemployment rate should increase the probability. Temporary layoffs are

again excluded from the analysis.

In all the equations the dependent variable is dichotomous and takes on the

value of "I" if a quit or layoff followed by unemployment occurred during the

year and "0" otherwise. 57
As was the case in the duration analysis, the sample

is pooled for two years, .969-1970 and 1970-1971, and only youth out of school at

the beginning and end of the period are included.

56
The auxiliary equation was:

ln(hourly wage) Bo + BlEDUCATION + B2KWW + B TENURE

+ B
4
UNI0N +

5
TENURE

2
+ B

6
EXXF + B

7
EXXP

2
+ B

8
MAR

.

57
The incidence of multiple quits and layoffs during one year is 7rery low.

During 1969-1970 only 1.2% of whites ;lad .7% of blanks experience,: more than
one layoff and for quits the figur/Are 1.1% and 1.4%.
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The equation waa estimated to fit the logit functional form58

-BX
P

where P is the dichotomous dependent variable, X is the vector of explanatory

variable and B are the estimated parameters. A maximu: likelihood estimation

procedure was employed. The results of the logit quit and the layoff-e4Uations

are presented in Table XI. Predicted probabilities for the mean values of the

variables are provided in Table XII. The story told by this equation is somewhat

surprising.
59

The uncontrolled gap for layoffs (Table X) narrows but the gap

remains. Thus even after controlling for personal characteristics, demand,

experience, and job skills young black men still face a higher layoff probability,

but the gap is not strikingly large. With respect to quits we find the surpris-.

ing result that the gap uieens. Blacks seem considerably more pronte to quit

into unemployment.

In terms of the mechamicsof the;equations the key varie les are AGE, EDUCA-

TION, TENURE, and WAGE. Increases in the values of the first three variables

all decrease the probability of white quits but increase the probability of black

quits. The only offset is WAGE in which a high wage decreases tht probability

of black quitting more so thai is the case for whites.

The variable employed to teat for quitting due to differential treatment,

WTDIF, pero as expected both in its sign and significance. This is interest-

ing because it lends support to the notion of shifts in supply as well as demand

curves; however, the magnitude of the effect is small.

The explaaatio1-1 fu the quil differential is elusive. The differential

in overall quits, as opposed to quits into unemployment, is considerably smaller

59
Ordinary least squares estimates of linear probability models produce

equivalent results. For example, for the quit equation the black values sub-
stituted into the white equation produce a predicted quit rate of .049.



TABLE XI

MIT AND LAYOFF EQUATIONS
(absolute value of t statistics in parentheses)

Quit

White

Layoff

WhiteBlack Black

CONSTANT -2.178 0.208 -1.740 -0.461
(2.074) (0.185) (1.918) (0.584)

AGE 0.055 -0.082 -0.026 -0.003
(1.033) (1.499) (0.679) (0.089)

EDUCATION 0.153 -0.14C -0.033 -0.198
(1.735) (1.741) (0.579) (4.418)

TENURE -0.037 -0.619 -0.243 -0.514
(0.584) (4.736) (2.881) (6.491)

DRAFT 0.556 -0.338 0.255 0.087
(1.654) (1.108) (0.839) (0.323)

DEPENDENTS 0.025 -0.157 -

(0.265) (1.262)

MAR 01.368 -0.324 -0.428 -0.449
(1.044) (0.923) (1.18) (2.252)

UNION 0.293 0.045 -0.714 0.428
(0.527) (0.091) (2.483) (2.215)

WAGE -0.016 -0.001 0.002 0.0001
(2.365) (0.248) (2.504) (0.135)

KWW 0.034 0.040 0.0006 -0.003
(1.494) (1.937) (0.036) (0.297)

-0.001 0.t.0 0.002 0.022
(0.248) (1.943) (0.325) (4.986)

DU 0.015 0.010 0.038 0.012
(1.787) (1.811) (4.061) (2.548)

WTDIF 0.014 0.0006
(2.143) (0.100)

- 2 *log likelihood L64.318 807.896 550.046 989.624



TABLE XII

PROICTED PROBNBILITIES OF QUITS AND
LAYOFFS FOR BLACKS

Quits

Layoffs

White Equation Black Equation

,034 .120
0

.078 .089
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and hence (as we will see below) the structure of a general quit equation may

be more similar across the races than the unemployment quit equation. Thus

blacks may quit not much more frequently than whites but they will have diffi-

culty lining up their next job. This issue will Le explored below but now is

a good point to summarize the results of the entire system of Iquations.

Table XIII summarizes the results of the several duration and spell equa-

tions and indicates how much additional unemployment can be attributed to each

of the divergences between the actual black values and the value predicted by

each of the white equations. As is apparent in each iastance -- quits, layoffs

and duration -- blacks experience more unemployment than they would had they .

been treated (or behaved) like whites. The difference in quit behavier accounts

for nearly half of the additional unemployment, fo1low-2d in importance 'y layoffs

and duration. In the period 1969-1971 the average annual weeks of unemployment

for out-of-school youth was 4.145 for blacks and 2.252 for whites, thus the

differential was 1.893 wee,c.s. Column 4 of Table XIII shows the fraction of

the total differential accounted for by the difference between actual values

and those predicted by the white equations. This calculation implies that 5%

of the total differential is due to differences in behavior or treatment while

the remaining 45% can be explained by differences in personal characteristics.

Behavioral Differences

The lesson of this analysis thus far is that 55% of the disparity between

blacks and whites in av.ual weeks of unemployment is unexplained by differences

in background characteristics. This is analogous to the earlier analysis of

wage differentials and the same warning about -1 legitimacy of the background

characterLstics "justifying" the differential applies here. In the case

of unemployment the percentage differential is larger than was true of wages and

fraction unexplained by background characteristics is also large. The question

remains about whether the unexplaned difi$rential is due to difference; in treatment
t5
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TABLE XIII

SUMMARY OF RACIAL DIFFERINTIALS
FOR THE FULL SYSTEM

(1) (2) (3) (4)

QUITS .096 .034 .490 25.8%

LAYOFFS .117 .078 .308
116.2$

DURATION 7.915 6.715 .255 13.4
3T747;

Note:

(1): Actual Values for rlacks.

(2): Predicted Values Using White Equations and Black Charactristics.

(3): Extra Annual Weeks of Unemployment Due to Divergence of (1) and
(2), Holding Rez.lining Variables Constant.

( ): Fraction of Arnual Differential in Annual Weeks of Unemployment
Accounted for by (3).

76
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or to differencs in behavior.

It ia, of course, very difficult to directly resolve this because we

rarely observe diroctly the behavior of youti in the labor market or their

treatmenr $.;y Lirms. In investigations of housing discrimination it is common

to have blacks and whites try to rent or buy housing and to compare the treat-

ment accorded them. A common finding is that agents landlords, and owners

discriminate againet blacks,
60

but such investigations are rare in the case

of employment. The success of many Title VII lawsuits is suggestive and in a

very interesting direct experiment Phyllis Wallace had young black women apply

for jobs and record their experience.
61

Evidence of discrimination emerged

from this experiment, but the sample size was very small. In the absence of

direct investigation indirect and inferential tests are all 1..,± have and this

section presents three approaches. I will first discuss possible behavioral

causes of the longer duration of spells blacks experience, and I will then take

up the issue of quits. Finally, I will examine the general questioe of racial

differences in aspirations.

The differential in the duration of completed spells of unemployment may

be due to difficulties blacks face in finding jobs or to racial differences in

the re3ervation wages. Differences in reservation wages would proxy behaviirs)

differences and would cause longer durations. If young blacks have an "unrea-

sonably" high reservation wage
62

or if their reservation wage declines less

60
The New York Times June 28, 1976

61_
rhyllis Wallace Pathways to Work (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath), 1975.

62
A too high reservation wage might occur because blacks, perhaps due to

inadequate information, over-value their potential earnings. Another possibility
is that blacks, perhaps due to changing attitudes, are refusing to take jobs
which offer them wages below that which comparable whites would earn. This shift
in the supply curve could also explain the equalization of earnings found in

earnings equations since these are actually reduced forms of supply and demand
equations. 7.
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rapidly than it does for whites in the face of unemployment 63 then the conse-

quence would be longer duration.

Table XIV presents a rwo-stage least squares estimate of the reservation

wage equatidn for youth'unemployed at th4 time of the 1970 or 1971 surveys.

All of the variables have been defined previously, with the exception of EXXP,

which is.(AGE-EDUCATION-5). This is the standard experience variable et loyed

in many earnings functions. The sample is limited to yout out-of-school at

the time of the unemployment who were unemployed for reasons other than temporary

layoff, waiting for a new job to begin, luor a labor dispute.

The results in Table XIV imply that little of the observed difierence in

duration can be attributed to differences in reservation wage formation. The

coefficient on duration is only 5c per week apart for the two races.
64

When

black mean values were substituted into the white equation the predicted

reservation wage is $2.41 an hour, slightly hibher than the actual value of $2.38.

Thus the white and balck reservation wage structures are essentially the same

and there is no evitence that black youth unemployment is due to unrealistically

high reservation wages.

A second important source of behavioral differences liesin the quit rates.

As we have seen, Ing blacks quit into unemployment more frequently than do

whites and this accounts for an importalt fraction of the unemployment differen-

tial. While on its face this seems clear evidence of behavioral differences the

63
In fact, most studies of youth find they take the first job offered. How-

evel, t reaervation wage mechanism might operate tLrough patterns of searell.
If youth have information about the characteristics of firms they may search only
among firms whose entry wage is equal to or better than their reservation wage.

64
The positive, though insignificant, sign on the co%fficiente is contrary

to that predicted by theory. Evidently for this sample duration has no effect
on reservation. When the system was estimated using time not working (i.e., dura-
tion of unemployment plus tine out-of-the labor force) the coefficient was 2.5,
with a standard error of 3.7 for blacks and -4.6 with a standard error of 7.8 for
whites.

7 8
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TABLE XIT;

TWO STAGE LEAST SQUARES RESERVATION WAGE EQUATIONS
(Standard Errors)

WHITES BLACKS

DURATION 2.471 7.025

(6.411) (4.384)

MAR 69.296 -26.195
(28.99) (36.011)

L NE -100.162 3.994
(154.009) (82.679)

DRAFT 41.385 -29.418
(24.989) (27.549)

OLF -37.601 55.067
(21.958) (27.565)

EXXP 22.149 6.451

(16.245) (10.750)

EXXP2 -.890 -.163
(1.495) (.805)

Ul -9.601 32.963
(8.735) .(21.073)

KWW .215 3.538
(1.576) (2.228)

DEPEN 33.625 10.155
(20.259) (13.984)

EDUCATION 21.507 -2.626
(5.121) (7.845)

CONSTANT -95.572 64.831
(70.105) (105.36)

R2 .511 .316

5.71(11,60) 1.88(11,45)

S.E. 74.7739 75.846

72 57

Note: The dependent variable is the hourly reservation wage

in cents.

79
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iumue is not aettled. It is not true that young blacks quit jobs more frequently

than do whites. We saw in Table X that the overall quit rate of young black men

is not appreciably higher thun that of whites. I estimated via ordinary least

squarea a linear probability modelfor all quits (employing the same variables

found in Table XU and when blaek mean values were substituted in the white

equation the predicted probability of a quit was .280 higher than the actual

black mean of
26465

This ttands in contrast with both the logit and the OLS

results for quitting into unemployment.

Thus young black men are not especially quit prone. Rather, it is that their

quits are more likely to lead to unemployment than those of whites. One possible

explanation might be found in the motives for quitting, but Table XV seems to

dispel this possibility. There is a clear difterence in the reasons for quit--

ting for those quits followed ld not followed 'y unemployment. For example,

the category "found a better job" is more important (for both races) for quits

not followed by unemployment than by those which are. However, there do not

seem to be major racial difference%:. For example, the nature of the job was

cited by 51.9% of the blacks and 50.79% of the whites who quit into unemployment.

slacks do cite wages more often while whites cite working conditions but the

impact of this is unclear (recall that my WTDIF variable was significant but

unimportant in the quit equations).

lt thus does not appear that quitting behavior itself differs across races,

but rather that the outcome of a quit differs. That is, blacks and whites quit

at es'entially the same rate, share a similar "quit equation" and quit fo- the

saMe temsOnte. Wilat. differs is Lhe ouLcome, a quit being more likely to lead to

unemployment for blacks than whites. I will return below to a discussion of why

this should be so, but for now I will turn to . third test for behavit:al dif-

ferences, aspirations.

65
This predicted value is below the mean in Table X because the table included

multiple quits while the dependent variable h re is simply dichotomous.
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TABLE xv

REASONS FOR QUITTING

felllowedbUemloent

Blacks Whites

Nature of Job

Hours/kind of work/conditions/
interpersonal/location

36.8% 44.6%

Wages 15.1% 6.1%

Found Better Jot 10.4% 9.1%

Health 8.5% 14.4%

Other* 29.2% -25.7%

Not Followed by Unemloyment

Nature of Job

Hours/Kind of work/conditions/
interpersonal/location

22.3% 20.5%

Wages 17:6% 11.6%.

Found Better Job 26.8% 24.0%

Health 6.0% 4.4%

Other* 26.7% 38.9%

* Other includs return to school, military, prison, family and

personal, and other.
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Young blacks may have unrealistically high ospirations. This m_ght be

caused by an "over-senwitive" antipathy to menial work caused by historical

experience or by a misreading of the impact of racial process upon the con-

tinued impostance of a training or skills. Neither hypothesis seems very con-

vincing but the idea is worth exploring because if aspirations are too high

then this could lead Co inefficient job search and.higher than necessary unem-

ployment.

The NLS asked youth in the sample what jobs they would like to have at

age 30 and the responses were assigned Duncan scores.
66

This then provides a

metric for aspiration and we can regress aspirations upon background charac-

.

teristics and compare the equations across races. If the black structure

75

differs from the white in a direction of higher aspirations after background

and compare the equations across races. If the black structure differs from the

white in a direction of higher aspirations after background has been controlled

then this may be an indication of a behavioral difference.

Table XVI contains the regressions. The dependent variable is the Duncan

score of the occupation desired at age 30 and all the dependent variables have

been previously &fined. These equations, although they tiffer in detail,

provide no evidence of a racial difference. A Chow test (F u .46) rejects the

hypothesis that the equations differ and when the weans of the variables for

blacks are inserted into the white equation the predicted value is 37.7, tri-

vially different from the actual value of 38.5. Thur his test provides no

support for the notion that young blacks have unrealistically high aspirations.

66
Duncan prestige scores are a standard way of scaling occupations. They

are based on a weighted combination of the mean education and income of each
occupation.
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TABLE :en'

OCCUPATION DESIRED AT AGE 30

(STANDARD ERRORS)

BLACKS WHITES

AGE -.508 -.408
(.427) (.233)

KWW .385 .251
(.183) (.106)

ED 3.962 4.273
(.576) (.314)

TRAIN .070 .017
(.048) (.019)

HEALTH .179 -4.799
(5.936) (2.423)

CONSTANT -2.558 -4.187

2
.270 ..250

38.52 47.61

The dependent variable is the Duncan

score of the occupation drired at age 30

(as specified in 1970). The sample is

limited to youth out-of-school between 1969

and 1970.

The Chow test F .46.
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The Role of Contacts

One possible explanation of the finding that young blacks, while no more

likely than young whites to quit, are more likely to have a quit result in

unemployment may be found in differential access to job contacts. Having

6ecided to leave a job whites may simply be more able than blacks to line up

the next job without experiencing unemployment. This mai also be au explana-

tion of the,difference in the length oe durations. Most jobs are found through
67

personal contacts and if blacks have fewer personal contacts than whites they

may experience difficulty locating .obs. Statistical controls for perso :1

characteristics may fail to capture.this important "unobservable" and since

personal contact networks help people of every education and skill level land

jobs it is unlikely that the effect of this variable would be fully captured

by other measured variables. The consequence may be that blacks, even after,

controlling for personal characteristics, may still experience a harder time

dam whites in finding a job.

Interviews I conducted in two Boston communities, East Boston and Roxcmry,

lend some supporto this hypothesis. When job finding methods are examiaed by

race in Table XVII we see that the pattern differs for the two groups. Whites

and blacks make essentially equal use t.f friends, but whites use parents and

L,
relatiyes twice as frequently as blacks. As a result while white4 find '57% of

their jobs vi:t personal contacts blacks find only 33% in this manner. Furthermore,

these interviews also show that primary jobs are more frequently found through

parents and relatives while secondary jobs are best found via friends. The re-

lative inability of blacks to use parents and relatives woald thus seem to

handicap them in their search for primaly euirio3ment. Presumably the reasons

that blacks are le ,ble than whites to use parents and relatives to help

find jobs is that legacy of past (and current) discriminatior, has rrevenred

the pareats from being in a position to help.

8 467
Mark Granavettzr, GetticA a Job (Cambri)ge: Harvard Univ. Press), 1971-

111111.,' 11"
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TABLE XVII

JU FINDING METHODS BY RACE

Whites Blacks

Friends 28.2% 29.2%

Parents, Relatives 29.0% 14.6%

Ads, walk-in 25.0% 14.

Institutions* 11.2% 23.0%

Ccher o.6% 18.6%

*Institutions include schools, private employment agencies, The
Employment Service, and Manpower programs.

es-

'V" ble MIN

78
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As a result of their inability to use contact networks aa effectively as

whites, blacks are forced into greater reliance on formal institutions such

es schools, employment agencies, and manpower programs. Over twice the pro-

portion of blacks than whites use these institutions. None of these inseitu-

tions arenotable for their success in placing clients in good jobs. Indeed,

the originators of dual labor market thecry developed their ideas by observing

that the employment service and man.)ower programs seemed to recycle people

through low wage unstable jobs.

The finding that blacks are unable to make effective use of personal cou-

tacts is not new. For example, Lurie and Rayack reached the same conclusion

in their study of a labor market in Connecticut.
68

There is, however, also

evidence to the contrary. In the NLS blacks and whites report essentiall' the

same pattern of job finding. For youth out-of-sehool in 1969 51.3% of the blacks

and 44.2% of the whites found their jobs through personal contactE. 6 c)

It

still may be that personal coetact referrals are more efficacious for whites,

that they oper.te more quickly due to the etter access of white adults to job

contacts. Although plausible this is still speculative and we eanhot regard

the issue of job contacts as a settled issue.

Another possible explanat'on of the quit 7atterns may lie in differential

access to illegal activities. If the ghetto economy contains more illegal

"jobs" than does the white eclnomy then blacks who quit and show up in official

68
Melvfm Lurie and Elton Rayack, "Racial Differences in Migration and Job

Search, A Case Study," Southern Economic Journ41 (July, 1966).

69
Dirset ccattat was employed by 24.91 of the blacks and.22.8% of the whites.

Newspe7er ads were employed by 24.9% of the blacks and 22.8Z of the ,:hites.
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statiatics _a unemployed may in fact be 'cworking." Tbus the quits into unemploy-

sent differential may be misleading.
\
\

In my East Boston and Roxbury interviews there was evidence of illegal

activities (unexplained periods of time, unaccounted income) but no evidence

that such activities were more frequent in Roxbury than East Boston. Other ob-

servers however, reach the opposite conclusion. For example, on the basis of

extensive interviews in Watts and East Los Angeles Paul Bullock concluded that

"The subeconomy is probably the greatest single source of market income for

youth in the center city.
70

To ihe extent that this is true these.activities

can explain the quit patterns and they reduce normal employment because of the

greater income possibilities and excitement of illegal activity. However, it

should be understood that the existence of this sector cannot explain longer

term economic pathologies in inner city labor markets. Illegal activities can

best be 'onceptualized as the activities of youth before they are ready to settle

down, as a form of secondary employment. Crime rates drop sharply with age and

youth who are ready to settle down will do so in normal primary jobs if those

jobs are available. It is the unavailability of these jobs, not the existence

of an alternative sector, which explains the dlfticulties of black youth.

SITYMARY

The labor market situation of young blacks has improved in recent decades

in a number of respects, but their relative unemployment and labor force parti-

cipation ratPs havP dPteriorated. In this report I sought to understand this

711,
raul Bullock, Aspiration vs. ORportunity, "Careers in the Inner City

(Ann Arbor: Institute of Labor and industrial Relations), 1973, p. 99.

17
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development by employing data an local labor markets and on individuals. The

major conclusions were:

(a) The employment of black yol!th has increased but it has not done so

ripidly enough to compensate for the large growth in the size o

blaA cohorts. Thus unemployment has risen,

(b) Two aspects of local labor markets may help explain the sluggish

growth in black employment. Black emp7oymenr is more sensitive than

that of whites to the industrial oomposition of SMSA jobs and to

competition from adult women. Furthermore, that sensitivity Inls in-

creased over time. On the other hand, there is no evidence that the

suburbanization of jd3s has harmed black youth.

(c) Black youth participation rates show larger discouraged worker effects

than do white youth.

(d) The individual daa show that 55% of the .!acial 'ifferential in annual

weAs of unemployment cannot be explained by diffecences in background

characteristics. Roughly half of this unexplained portion is due to

the greater frequency of black quits into unemployment with the re-

mainder divided equally bmween layoffs and duration 0; spells.

(e) There is no evidence that diffe:ences in behavior account for this

unexplained differential. Neither analysis of reservation wages,

quit equations, reasons for quitting, or aspirations reveal such

differences.

(f) One obvious source of the differential is discrimination. In addi-

tion I speculated about, but reached no firm conclusion, the role of

job contacts and the illegal economy.
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What story emerges from these findings? The two questions Which the analysis

sought to auswer were (a) lehy is the black youth unimployment rate higher today

than that of whites? and (b).why has the situation deteriorated over tine?

With respect,to the first question, the SKSA data tell 48 that employers regard

adult women as a competing group with young blacks, while evidently white youth

do not face this competition. Furthermore, black youth are more dependent on a

favorable industrial structure. Both observations are consistent with continued

discrimination, assuming that the "quality" of black and white youth labor is

roughly comparable. The analysis of the NLS data tells us, in turn, that

"quality" differeaces can account for only roughly 50% of the unemployment gap.

I was unable to identify important behavioral differentials, and we are thua left

with an important continuing Tole for racial discrimination.

Understanding the deterioration of the situation over time, however, runs

up against the findieg that the force of 4scrimination has 'Jeen weakening.

ThL is shown both in the analysis of the wzge data and by comparing the 19(

and 1970 employment equations. Here, then, demographicFi plays a role. Imagine,

for example that employers have a rule of thumb: for every X whites they hire

they will hire Y blacks. In 1960 the.ratio miet be one in ten, in 1970 one in

eight. The improvement in the ratio is in part the result f-.4.1miaished discrimina-

tion. However, the rule of thumb has not improved rapidly enough to c pensate

fo the more rapid growth of the black relative to white cohort. The consequence

is a reduction in black relative to white employment to population ratios and

depending ou the supply behavior, an increase in black relati e tc white unem-

ployment rates.

This explanation can, it must be uhderstood only be offered in a tentative

fcshion. YArstkit presumes that enough firms to make a difference hire both

black and white workers since in segregated firms no rule of thumb is necessary.

One light question how many youth work in integrated firms and there is no good

evidence on this. However, Flanagan's study of Equal Exploymen: Opportunity.
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Commission tapes for Chicago in 1967 dims show that 572 of firms in the sample

had an integrated workforce.
71

However, this eanple was limited to firms

required by law to report to the EEOC and many,of the small neighborhood firms

in which youth find employment were doubtlessly niased. Second, the argument

still requires an explanation of uhat determines the rule of thuMb and haw it

changes over time.

Important additional unresolved questiOns remain. Interpreting the findings

of the DOA analysis requires further work. In what industries and under what

circumstances do adult women compete with young blacks? ',113r preciEely Is black

youth enploynent more sensitive to industrial structure The individual level

data has also raised sone unresolved questione, particularly with respect to

. quit rates.

wnerally, it.must be understood that the problem of hi h black youth

unemployment rates is not simply a characteristic of the youth labor market. As

black youth age their unemployment rates decline and begin to reach the levels

of black adults, but these levels are in turn much higher than those of white

adults. This Rituation persists even for adults who entered the labor narket

during the late 1960's, the heyday of the "new labor market." Por example,

in 1976 the unemploYment rate of 25-34 year old white nales was 5.6Z and for

white females 762
7

The rates for blacks of the same age was 11.02 and "3.02.

The situation of black youth thus cannot be understood, without examining the

persi t nce of racism thvZiughout the labor market.

7113bert Flanaan, "Racial Wage Discrimination and Employment S-gregation."
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()IP

ED16

YOUFRAC

WAGE

WeMENWG

SUB

!MTH

1560

ED16

YOUFRAC

WAGE

WOMENwo

SOUTH

Eircloyment to Populations Ratios
(t statistics)

WHITE MEN BLACK MEN WHITE WOMEN BLACK WOMEN

.7660
(.67)

.0125
(.69)

-.3915
(.33)

.0691
(2.97)

.0439 .0258 -.0143 .0030
(2.10) (2.34 (.4) (.24)

.5454 .5368 .4345 .0382
(2.70) (3.52) ;.53) (.03)

-.3867 -.F,E48 1.2265 .0166
(2.55) (.43) (3.4986) (409)

.3408 .1862 -.0480 .2320
(1.53) !3.88) (.17) (1.69)

-.0197 .020: .0062 .0413
(.65) (.4f;; (p19) (.64)

..)004 .0.J.6 -.0516 .0108
(.009) (,92) t,93 (.28)

-1.2055 .0482 -.1187 .0(157
(1.03) (1.76) (.12) (3.11)

.0876 .0331 .0274 .0088
(7.84) (2.74) (1.84) (.84)

.0434 .0110 .0426 .4080
(2.98) (.59) (.07) (1.20)

.1603 -1.4821 -.7170 -.3913
(.30) (4.26) (2.15) (2.62)

- .2056 .4157 .6452 .0686
(.80) (1.56) (2.53) (.56)

- .0323 .0592 -.0303 -.0045
(.51) (.93) (.60) (.14)

the dependent varisble in thc loc;, odds of the ervloyzent to population ratio
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=WES Cr CENSUS DATA

All labor force data refers to the civilian labor force. In the race

specific variablpti spanish s pio..c.:king persons hav'_-

EMP E$4 12TES4 LFPNER, Table 166

ED16, Table 147 (ale medians for each age group, 16 thru 19 yaar olds, are

treated as means and the wean for the 16-19 year old

range is calculated)

a025, Table 148

POP70 Table 13

NARFEAC, Table 165

'WAGE, Hours are from Table 166, ViLeics Worked in 1969 from Table 167

and Income in 1969 (for 14-19 year olds) fron Table 193:The

hours wowked is adjusted for seasonal differenms via annual monthly

hours reported in *.4.01oyment and Earnings, Table A-7

i'LSDISP, SUB, Table 190

=FRAC, Men is from Table 187, ;idmen from JUdith Fields, "A. Comparison of

the Differences in Labor Force Participation Rates of Married

Women in 1970 with 1940, 1950, and 1960," journal of

HUman Resources, vol. xi, No. 4 (Fall, 1976), pp. 576-577

WCOMENWG, Table 195 (full year workers)

UADULT, Table 165

MOM, Table 205

EDDOL, Census of GOvernments, Table 12

URBAN, City and County Data Bobk, Table 3

TOTAL, Per Capita Income from Table 89, Population from Iable 13

FRACLFW, fiable 164

YOuth Emeloyment and MinixnanWages_, U.S. Dep.Artment of LabcAr

Bulletin NO. 1657, 1970
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the 1960 data are defined ana1ogami4 too the 1970 data and their source

is described in Arnold Xatz, "State Mininun Vbges and Labor Narkets for

Youth, University of Pittsburg, 1971. I have added the following

additional variables

RAMC, Table 139

YCLIFRiCe n frau Table 751 haven frail BovAm aria Finnegal, The Eoancnies

i,taartic ticn

EL.116,, Tables 103 arxi 102


